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I FOREWORD

This Glossary is published as an authoritative source for the
definitions and descriptions of terms, words, and abbreviations Us€~ in( Tac tical Data Systems (TDS ) within the Department of the Navy.

This publication is to be used as a supplement to NAVSO P—3097 (AD ?
Glossary ) , for words , terms and abbreviations unique to TDS used within the
Department of the Navy and other Departments and Agencies of the Federal
Government.
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A acknowledge (ACK) (R)
I An indication of the status
I of data on the computer/input/

Output lines .
A—LINK (F)

LINK-~11. See TADIL A . acoustic delay line (R)
Delay line using a medium

AADC (P) providing acoustic delay ;
All Application Digital Com— for examp le , mercury or quartz

3 puter. delay lines.

abort (R) action code (F)

4 To terminate a program when These codes are sent from
a condition , hardware or the disp lay equipment to
software, exists from which the computer . Every action

L the program or computer can— entry button c,iuses in action
not ininediately recover , code to be sent to t t Ie co,n~

puter. These codes initiate
ABS (F ) an act ion (by computer) to

Absolute coding . enter a particular type of
da ta to the display console ,

7 absolute address (F) to initiate input/output
An address which indicates data request or to cause
the exact storage location special processing .
where the referenced operand

J is to be found or stored ac t ion entry button (F)
in the actual machine code The buttons on the disp lay
address numbering system . consoles which initiate action

I codes when depressed . See
J absolute coding (ABS) (F) CCAEB.

Coding in which all addresses
refer to actual machine reg— action entry panel (F)

I isters and memory locations. The display console panel
on which action entry buttons

access time (F) are located. See CCAEP .

I The time interval between
the instant a memory or stor— action spot (R)
age device requests informa— In a crt , the spot of the
tion and the instant this raster on the face of the
information begins to be tube used to store the digit
available in useful form, or character.

ACK (F ) ADC (R)
Acknowledge. Analog— to—Digital Converter.

I ADCON (F)
Analog— to—Digital Conversion.

2. t-M 6
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address computation (F) alarm amplifying code . (R)
Computer operations which A m plifying data presented
result in the creation or in digital format describing
modification of the address a malfunction that has occurred.
part of instructions . This code is presented in

I I  conjunction with an alarm.
— address translation (P)

The operation of translating alert
symbolic addresses into abso— Any event or condition brought
lute addresses, to the attention of console

operators by tneans of a visual

• 
I 

addressable (F) or audible warning device.
Capable of being referenced
by a computer instruction, alert light (F)

J Lighted lettering on a disp lay
ADP (F) console indicating an alert

Automatic Data Processing. condition.

ADP resources (D) All Application Digital
The totality of Automatic Computer (AADC) (R)
Data Processing Equipment A military computer concept

I (ADPE), software, computer which requires a very high
programs, ADP contractual degree of modularity of hard—
services, ADP personnel, ware, firmware, and software,
and supplies, such that perhaps fewer than

1 30 standard elements , uni—
ADPS (a) versall y interconnectable ,

Automatic Data Processing will be all that are neces-I System. sary to permit assembly into
a large number of cost—ef—

AEB (F) fective configurations for
I Action Entry Button. a very wide variety of ap—
8 plicaticns.

AEP (F)
Action Entry Panel, allocate storage (F)

I To assign storage locations
alarm (R) or areas of computer memory

An audio and/or video signal storage of specific routines,
which signifies that an error constants , working storage ,
has occurred , or a condition data, etc.

-~ 
- exists that is interfering

or could interfere with the AI,}fON (F)
proper operation of a pro— A—Link Monitor .

¶ gram.

- I
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ALU (R) especially those techniques

I Arithmetic and Logical Unit. for solutions on computers .

analog computer (F) APL (P)

I A calculating machine oper— A Programming Language.
ating with numbers represen— Refers to any implementation
ted by directly measurable of Zverson 1 s language or

• quantities , such as voltages , notation.
• 

I resistances , rotations, etc.,
I as opposed to a digital com— application module (R)

puter which operates with An operating system program

I numbers expressed directly module (segmen t) which con—
I as digits in a binary or tributes directly to the

other base numbering system . system mission, e.g., mathe—

1 matical routines including
•1 analog data (F) sine, cosine, tangen t , arc

Data input to, or derived sine, square root, natural
from , an analog computer . logarithms, and exponential

•1 
Analog data are usually re— functions.
presented by physical variables
such as, voltage, resistance, architecture (R)

1 and rotation. Data repre— See system architecture .
4 sented in continuous form

in contrast to digital data argument (R)
represented in discrete form . (1) The key used in a search.

J (2) The numbers or codes
Analog—to—Digital (A/D) (a) used in a tabular look—

The conversion of analog up to specify the loca tion
signals from a voltage level of a desired value or

I to digital information, to permit the identifi—
cation of a desired

7 Analog—to—Digital Converter result.
(ADC) CR) (3) An independent variable • .

A device that changes physi— upon whose value the “ 
-

I cal motion or electrical the value of a function
voltage into digital factors. or an operation depends;

for example, in the
analysis (R) function Y, A sin BX,

I See numeric analysis, systems the X would normally
analysis. be considered the argu—

merit.

L analyst (R)
A person skilled in defini’- ARO (F)
tion and development of tech— Auxiliary readout.
niques for solving problems,

I A-3
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array (P) assembly program (F)
A set of items arranged so A computer program which

• that an ordered set of inte— translates computer instruc—
gers defines the position tions written in symbolic

1 of each item of the array . coding into machine language
instructions .

array processor (P)
A multiprocessor in which assemb ly routine (F)
a large number of identical A computer routine which
processing elements or units assembles other routines.
are controlled by the same See assembly program.
program sequence concurrently.

associative memory (R)
artificial intelligence (R) Same as associative storage .

7 See heuristic program .
asynchronous ( R )

A/D (0) ( 1) Per ta ini ng to a lack
Analog—to—Digital. of time coinc i dence

in a set of repeated
aspect angle (F) events; for example ,

The angle between tht long1— the execution of one
r tudinal axis of the target operation is dependent

(projected) and the line— upon completion of a
of—sight to the interceptor previous operation .
measured from the target See asynchronous corn—

1 (target angle). puter , asynchronous
data transmission .

assemble (F) (2) Events occuring inde—

I To prepare an object language pendent of CPU action
program from a symbolic lan— or state .
guage program by substituting
machine operation codes for asynchronous computer (R)

I symbolic operation codes A computer in which the per—
• and absolute or relocatable formance of each operation

! addresses for symbolic addresses. starts as a result of a signal
either that the previous

assembly li st (R) operation has been completed ,
A printed list. The by—pro— or that the components of

I duct of an assembly procedure the computer system required
that lists , in logical instruc— for the next operation are
tion, sequence details of now available. Contrast
a routine showing the coded with synchronous computer.
and symbolic notation next
to the actual notations estab asynchronous data (R)
lish ed by the assembly procedure. transmissionI In this type of data transt~ission,

I
- ‘. ,.. :~~~~~~
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each character consists of auxiliary operation (R)

1 N information bits , preceded an operation performed by
S by a start bit and followed equipment not under contin—

by a stop bit. Each bit uous control of the CPU.
1 in a data character is of

I equal time duration , with ARO (F)
the exception of the stop Auxiliai~y readout. Synony—
bit , which may be of equal mous with Data Readout (DRO)
or greater duration. Con— and digital readout in NTDS.
tras t wi th synchronous da ta
transmission. AVAP (F)

Audio Visual Alarm Panel.
Audio Visual Alarm Panel
(AVAP) (F)

• Provides system interface
for manual threat assess-
ment and alerts.

automated data system (I)
I- A set of logically related

computer programs designed
to accomplish specific ob—
jectives or functions.

Automatic Data Processingr ( ADP ) (F)
The recording, filing, com—
puting, and production of
data by means of electronic
computers and associated
auxiliary equipment.

automatic stop (R)

• The halting of a computer
processing operation as the

I result of an error detected
by built—in checking devices,
or a programmed automatic
stop.

auxiliary equipment (R)

I 
Equipment not under direct
control of the central pro-
cessing unit of the computer.

I
A-5  
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B the desired location

by use of the trackball.
This action designates
a position by coordinates

B—LINK (F) which are available
LINK—14. See TADIL B. to the computer.

backing storage (P) BAN (F)
See secondary storage. Binary angular measure.

Backus Normal Form (BNF ) (R) BS (F)
A notation for the description BANs per Second . The time
of the syntax of phrase—struc— rate of change of direction
tured languages. Originated expressed in BAN. One BAN
by John Backus and first equals 360 degrees. See
used by Peter Naur in the binary angular measure.
ALGOL 60 report to define

- • the syntax of ALGOL; for BANS (I))
• example, .c~digit> :: # 1/2/3/ Binary angular measurement

4/5/6/7/8/9/0. Means that system.
the class of symbols known
as di git is defined as 1 base register (10
or 2 or 3 or 4, etc. Register containing either

base address , index , or dis—
Backus—Naur form (10 placement from a base address

Same as Backus normal form, for references to memory
* or subsequent address to

ball tab (B/T) (F) be modified.
(1) In NTDS , a small circular

symbol , normally smaller base register allocation table
than those symbols used (BRAT) (R)
to represent tracks A segment of every module
and special (reference) operating under the executive .
points on the PPI. This segment contains the

(2 )  As an ac tion , B/T is contents for all task base
the means by which the registers to provide access
operator can designate to all program segments of
a position on the PPI the program module.
to the computer program.
The des ignation may baseline (F)
require that the enable An approved and defined point
button be activated of departure for control
to display the ball of future changes in , or
tab symbol; the symbol evolutionary development
is then “rolled” to of, a sys tem, equipment ,

B—i
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I

or computer program perfor— benchmark (F)

j mance. A baseline is usually In geodesy, a point of re—
documented by a specification. ference from which measure-

ments or comparisons can
BASIC (R) be made. By analogy , a bench—

Beginner ’s All—Purpose Symbolic mark program or problem is
Instruction Codes. A si mple , one used to compare the per—
easy to learn , machine—indepen— formance of two or more corn—
dent, conversational computer puters , or object code effi
lar~guage. ciency of two or more coin—

pliers on the same computer.
batch processing (a)

Processing of a group of bi—oct (F)
items prepared or required Bi—octal format.
for one or more related oper—
ations with no provision bi—octal format (BI—OCT) (F)
for unscheduled interruption. A specific format for re—

cording data on magnetic
baud (F) tape or paper tape wherein

The unit of modulation rate, two octal digits are recorded
It corresponds to a rate in one frame.
of one unit interval per
second; for example , if the binary angular measure
duration of the unit interval (BAN) (R)
is 20 milliseconds,the modu— Angular units expressed in
lation rate is 50 bauds . binary measure in accord

with the following example:
BCD (F ) BAN angle

Binary coded decimal. (in (in degrees)
binary

BCTOCT (F) code)
Binary Conversion To Octal. 1.0000 360

0.1000 180 p

BCW (F) 0.0100 90
Buffer control word. 0.0010 45

0.0001 22.5
beam storage (R) 0.1101 292.5 (i.e.,

Storage units which use one 180 + 90 +
or more beams of electrons 0 + 22.5)
or ligh t to gain access to The granularity of BAN is
individual storage cells limited by computer word
for operation, most often size.
crt storage.

I
B-2
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binary angular measurement bet which separates the integer
system (BANS) (R) portion from the fractional

• The angular measurement sys— portion , analogous to the
tern which uses the binary decimal point in the decimal
angular measure (BAN) angu— system . Also called radix
lar units. See Binary Angu— point , which is a general
-lar Measure, term for all numbering systems .

J binary coded character (F) binary search (R)
One element of a notation Used to find a particular
system for representing alpha— item in an ordered set of
meric characters as a fixed items by repeatedly dividing
order of binary digits (bits). in half the portion of the

ordered set containing the
binary coded decimal (BCD) (F) item sought , or until the

Pertaining to a decimal no— sought for item remains.
tation in which the individual
decimal digits are each repre— binding (P)
sented by a binary code group; The procedure by which all
for example, in the 8—4—2— symboli cally represented
I coded decimal notation , characteristics of a pro—
the number 23 is represented gram’s instructions are put
as 0010 0011. In binary into a form which can be
notation , 23 is represented executed by the computer
as 10111. without further modification .

I
binary—coded octal (F) bioctal (F)

An octal numbering system See bi—octal format.
in which each octal digit
is represented by a three BIPS (F)
place binary number. For Billions of instructions
example , 327 octal is binary— per second .

S coded as 011 010 111.
bi t (P )

binary digit (bit) (F) (1) Contraction of “binary
A character used to repre— digit”.
sent one of the integers (2) Built—In—Test.

J 
smaller than the radix two; . J
namely zero or one. A bit bit pattern (R)

• is represented in a computer A combination of N binaryr by the condition (set or digits to represent 2 to
cl ear) of a stage . the N possibl e choices; fo r

example , a 3—bit pattern
binary point (F) represents 8 possible corn—

That point in a binary num— binations .

~~~~~~ 
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bit string (a) block chai n ing ( R )
(1) A string of binary di gits Associating one block of

in which the position stored data with another
of each binary digit block in order to allow an

I is considered as an item or queue of items to
independent unit, occupy more than one block.

(2) A one dimensional array Blocks may be linked by pro—
of bits ordered by re— gramming, but some machines

J ference to the relations do it automatically.
between adjacent bits.

• block length (R)

J BITE (0) The total number of records,
Built—in test equipment. words, or characters con-

tained in one block.

I block (R)
- - 

- (1) A group of computer blocking factor (R)
words considered as The limit of data records

• a unit by virtue of which can be contained in

I their being stored in a given block on magnetic
successive storage lo— tape, ot magnetic disc stor—
cations. age. • -

1 (2) The set of storage lo—
cations of positions BNF (R) - -

in which a block of Backus Normal Form, or Backus-

1 words, as defined above, Naur Form.

1 • is stored or recorded.
(3) A circuit assemblage book (R)

which functions as a A particular large segment

.1 unit; for example, a of memory most often used
circuit building block in virtual storage addres-
of standard design , sing.

l and the logic b lock
in a sequential cir— bootstrap loader (R)

• cult. A subroutine which is capa—

I (4) The amount of LINK—14 ble of initiating the reading
data typed in one m m —  of another subroutine whose
ute. A block is sepa— first instructions are designed p

ra ted from the preceding to bring in the rest of the

I and following block subroutine and thus initiate
by four line feeds. the total program schedule.

Usually automatic and built
into the hardwa re of the
computer.

I
‘1  
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BORAM (P) breakpoint is reached .
Block Oriented Random Access

• Memory . breakpoint (software) (C)
• The program controlled in—

SOT (R) sertion of a temporary inte r-
Beginning—Of—Tape marker. rupt of the normal execution

of a program. For example ,
SPI (R) a breakpoint may be generated

Bits Per Inch . by a rou t ine which replaces
an instruction in another

Branchpoint (R) program with an unconditional
A point in a routine where jump instruction and saves
one of two or more choices the replaced instruction .
is selected under control When the inserted jump in—
of the routine. structlon is executed , control

t is given to a desired routine
BRAT (C) to usuall y perform a debugging

Base register allocation function . As a part of this
table, function , the saved instruc—

t~ion may be rep laced and
breakpoint (F) .‘ontrol returned to the inter—

A point in a routine at which r upted program.
special act ion is taken ,
such as stop or jump, ei ther break point switch (R)

• as a result of the insertion A manually operated switch
of a special instruction , which contro ls conditional

-

• - or the setting of a console operation at breakpoints
swi tch. and used primarily in de—

bugging .
breakpoint (hardwar e) (R)

A feature which provides BROM (R)
for manual control of con Bipolar read only memory .
ditional operation at break—
points and used primaril y BiT (F) 

• 
,

in debugging. For example; Rail t8b .
in the AN/UYK—7 , each CPU
contains one 20—bit break- BS (F)
point register (CMR 60). RAMs per second
The lower 18 bits of the
reg ister are loaded wi th bufFer (F)
the address of an instruc- (1) Temporary storage area
tion or operand at which within a computer memory
a break point is desired . which is reserved for
For manual operat ion, the data input to , or output
computer will halt when the

8-5
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- from , the computer via byte • (F)
the computer buffer A sequence of adjacent binary
mode . digits operated upon as a

- 
(2) An input/output mode unit and usually shorter

of a computer where than a word. A subdivision
.- data transfer takes of a computer instruction

place under computer word consisting of a fixed
• control once the mode number of binary digits ,

has been initiated by usually six or eight.
the program.

buf f e r completion (R)
A hardware event which recog-
nizes when the last data
item has been read into or

• i. written out of a buffer.
Optionall y allowed to be
accompanied by the opening
of another buffer or the
sending of an interrupt to
a designated CPU(s).

buffer control word (BCW) (F)
A computer storage location

- which contains data that
establishes the physical
storage limits of a buffer.

buffer storage (F)
Any device which temporarily
stores information during
transfer.

p

bulk memory (P)
A large word addressable
or block addressable random
access memory . 

-

J bus (R)
L A circuit over which data

[ or power is transmitted,
often one which acts as a
common connection between
a number of locations.

I
1 8—6
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C to complete the return of
control after the execution
of the subroutine is finished .

C—LINK (F) capacity (F)
LINK—4A . See TADIL C. The upper and lower limits

of the numbers that may be
cache memory (P) processed in a computer reg—

Same as cache storage. ister.

cache storage (R) captured code (F)
A high—speed storage device Modifications to system sof t—
that serves as a buffer between ware which must be changed ,
main storage and main pro— verified or re—validated
cessing unit. Its purpose whenever the underlying sup-
is to effect a workable match port software is updated
between main storage and or rereleased .
the processors despite a
large disparity in their carry (R)
access and cycle times. (1) A signal or expression
Synonymous with cache memory . produced as a result

of arithmetic operation 4
call number (R,F) on one digit place of

(1) A group of characters two or more numbers
identifying a subroutine, expressed in positional
module, etc.. May con— notation and transferred
tam information con— to next higher place
cerning parameters to, for processing .
be inserted , information (2) A signal or expression
to be used in program as defined above which
generation, or information arises in adding when
related to the operands. the sum of two digits

(2) A group of computer in the same digit place
words considered as equals or exceeds the

1’ a unit which may be base of the number sys—
transferred as a unit tem in use.
from magnetic tape stor—
age to computer memory , catenate (F)
and vice versa. To form a connected chain

or string of characters .
calling sequence (a)

A basic set of instructions cathode ray tube (CRT) (F)
4 used to begin or initialize A vacuum tube used as a stt~r—

or to transfer control to age or a visual disp lay de—
a subroutine, but usually vice. For example , a FF1

scope.

C 1  
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CCAEB (F) unit, and special register
Computer Controlled Action groups. Performs arithmetic
Entry Button. operations, controls instruc—

• tion processing and provides
C~AEP (F) timing signals and other

Computer Controlled Action housekeeping operations .
Entry Panel.

central processor time
CCB (R) available (F)

Change Control Board. The amount of central proces—
sot time that remains unused

CCOT (V) during maximum load condition
Computer Channel Operability on a computer program.
Test.

certification (N)
CDB (F) The act of attesting, by

Common data base. report, letter on cer ti f ica te,
• that the performance of an

- - - . - CDBDD (w) equipment or system meets
- 

- . Common Data Base Design Docu— prescribed performance cri—
ment. teria. rhe word carries

the connotation of a guaran—
CDI’f (F) tee.

• continuous data mode .
— •- CFAR (F)

CDR (F) Constant False Alarm Rate.
Control and Data Retrieval.

CFI (F)
CDS (F) Control Format Interface.

Combat Direction System ,
Command Da ta Sys tem, CFU (F)
(CANADA) Control Formatter Unit.

p

cell (R) chad (R)
The storage for one unit A piece of material removed
of information , usually one from a paper tape, card ,
character or one word, or other medium, when form-

ing a hole or notch in the
central memory (10 medium for the purpose of

Same as primary storage. storing or recording data.

central processing unit chadless (R)
(CPU) (F) Pertaining to cards or tape

Part of a computer system in which each chad is left
which contains arithmetic fastened by about a quarter

of the circumference of the

C-2
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hol e, usually at the leading channel capacity (F)
edge. Chadless punching The transfer rate of a corn-
is useful when it is utide— puter input/output channe l
sirable to destroy infor— measured in bits , charac—
mation written or printed ters , bytes or words per
on the cards or tape , or second .
undesirable to produce chad .

channel error indicator (F)
chaining (T) An indicator light on the

Connecting items , such as LINK—li terminal equipment
data table entries , into which indicates a parity
a single ordering (chain) error in data being exchanged
irrespective of their phys— on a particular LINK—Il chan—
ical locations . nel.

chan (F) channe l throughput (p)
Channel . The information transfer

rate a device , channel , pro—
channel (chan) (F) cessor and operating system

( 1)  A pa th , along which can support over a given
signals can be sent , period of time ; currently

• 
• for both the exchange measured in seconds or m m —

of information between utes (distinc t from, and
• the computer and peripheral generally less than , channel

equipment , and the con capacity).
trol of periphe ral equ ip—
ment by the computer. character (F)

(2 )  A f ac i l i ty for tele— One of a set of elementary
communications on a signals which may include
system or circuit , the decimal digits 0 through
number of independent 9, the letters A through
channels on a system Z, punctuation marks , and
or circuit , or the num— any other symbols acceptance
ber of separate corn— to a computer program for
munication facilities reading, writing , or storing.
that can be provided
by i t .  character fill (R)
note:The term channel To replace all data in a

is also used fre— particular storage device
quently in con— 

- 
in a group of locations by

junction with a bringing all the cells to
figure(s) or let— a prescribed or desired state.
ter(s) to iden—

• tif y a particular char acteris tic over f low (C)
facili ty exist— The condition that occurs
ing between two
stations.

C 3
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during computing in floating— usually done to assure
point arithmetic when the program validi ty during
characteristic increases input or output of the
f rom posi t ive  to negative, program. As the corn—

. • In the AN/UYK—7 computer, puter words are being
• characteristic overflow occurs buffered in or out,

whenever the resultant charac— a running sum of their
teristic of an operation binary value is taken

I increases past decimal +32767. (may be a running sum
of partial words).

characteristic underfiow (C) This value may then
The condition that occurs be compared with the
during computing in floating— last known value for
point arithmetic when the the sum to assume the
characteristic decreases data’s validity.

• a from negative to positive. (2) A name for the sum found
- .  In the AN/UYK—7 computer , by the above operation.

characteristic underflow

- 
occurs whenever the resul— cinching (R)

- tant characteristic of an The longitudinal slippage
operation decreases past between the layers of a mag—
decimal —32767. netic tape in a tape pack . -

when the spool is accelerated
• check read (F) or decelerated.

— The process of checking for
- the correct transfer of data circular shift (R)

f rom one storage medi um to Same as cyclic shif t .
- 

another. See checksum.
citation (10

checkpoint (R) A reference statement relating
A point at which processing to other sources of data
is momentarily halted to or special notes concerning F

make a record of the con— the data on punched cards. 
p 

-

di tion of all the variables
• of the transaction ; for ex— clear (F) - 

- I• amp le , position of input To put storage or memory
and output tape., or state into a prescribed state ,
of working storage. Check— usually that denoting zero
points are used in conjunc— or blank .

-

~~ 
- tion with a restart routine •

to minimize reprocessing clock interrupt (P)

I t ime occasioned by functional An interrupt activated by
failures . an internal computer clock.

checksum (C) closed loop (F)

J (1) A software operation (1) A group of program instruc—

I c-I.
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L ions which are repeated ware which generates code
indefinitel y, according to a gi ven for—

(2) A system with a feed— mat whenever the correspond—
back con trol so tha t ing input is applied. For

• • the output modifies example , compiler language
= the input, e.g., a servo app lied to a compiler causes

loop, the compiler to generate
• object code; and a hardware

CLT (R)  device for changing binary
Communication line terminal, coded decimal to hollerith

code.
CMPTR (F )

Computer. coded program (F)
A procedure for solving a

CMR (C) problem by means of a digital
Control Memory Register. computer. The program may

vary in detail from a mere
• CMS— 2 (R) outline of the procedure

Compiler Monitor System 2. to an explici t list of in—
structions encoded in machine

- CMS—2 compiler program (C) language .
A program which translates
the source code of the prob— cold start (F)
lem—oriented or high—level Starting a system that has
CMS—2 language into machine no residual operating infor—
or object code. mation intact. Synonymous

with deadstart.
-7- CMS—2M (R)

Compiler Monitor System 2M , comba t sys tem (N )
• target computer U YK —2 0 . The command and control ,

navigation , c’3mrnunic~itions ,
CMS—2Q (R) weapon and other ele tronic

-
~ Compiler Monitor System 2Q, systems used directly for

target computer USQ’20. target surveillance , target
‘ recognition , target acquisi’-1 CMS—2Y (R) tion , electronic countermea-

Compiler Monitor System 2Y, sures and weapon delivery .
target computer UYK—7.

11 Combat Sys tem Al i gnmen t Test 
*

co—resident (F) (CSAT) Ut)
Two programs residing in An off—line test used to

I a processor’s memory simul— check the alignment of the
taneously. external sensors with respect

J code generator (R)
A piece of software or hard—

I c-S
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to the reference sensor or command chain (c)
between nonreference sensors. A group of IOC instructions

to be executed by an IOC
Combat System Interface Test to control a particular I/O
(CSIT) (R) function .

An off—line test used to
perform static interface comment (R)
tes ting between the computer An expression which explains
and peripheral equipment or identifies a particular
of NTDS and other systems step in a routine, but has
for which a hardware inter— no effect on the operation
face exists e.g., NTDS/EW, of the computer in performing
NTDS/MFCS, NTDS/GFCS, etc.. the instructions of the rou-

tine.
Comba t System Operability Test
(CSOT) (F) common data (T)

A program that provides Data sets accessible by more
data processing and printouts than one module. Command
of selected events. The data sets are linked to ac—
event printouts are used cessing program modules by
to support the CSOT procedures the executive program.
in evalua t ing the sta tus
of the combat weapon System CDB (R)
during operation of the oper— Common Data Base. Refers
ational program . to the portion of software

which contains data, pro—
cotil.t (F) cedures and parameters that

Communication . can be referenced by all
modules .

COMM keyset (F)
Communications keyset. common service routines (T)

Routines commonly used by
Command and Control more than one module. These •

- - (C&C) (C2) 
• 

(F) routines operate in the task
An arrangement of personnel , state and can be used concur-

• facilities , and the means rently ,  if reentrant , by - 
-

for information acquisition, Iliore than one app lica tion •

processing and dissemination n odule.
employed by a commander in
planning , directing, and compare (R)
controlling operations . To examine the representation

cf a quantity , or data , to
Command and Decision (C&D) (F) determine whether that part i—

See command and control . cular quantity is higher ,
equal to , or lower than an-
other quantity.

C-6
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comparing (R) Compiler Monitor System 2M

* 
A control technique which (CMS 2M) (R)

I ~~. permits data fields to be Identifies that comp iler
machine—checked against each which accepts CMS—2 statements

I other to prove the accuracy to produce object code for

f ~ of machine merging , coding, a AN/UYX—20 computer.
reproduction , or record se—
lection. Compiler Monitor System 2Q

(CMS—2Q) (R)
compatibility (R) Identifies that compiler

.1 Systems for tactical C&C which accepts CMS—2 state—
r and communications are corn— ments , CS—I statements or

- I ~~ - patible with one another assembly language statements ,

I when necessary information and then produces object

~ r can be exchanged at appro— code for a specified target

~ 
priate levels of command machine ; for example, CP—
directly and in usable form. 642, CP—642B , or Univ ac 1230 .
Equipments are compatible
with one another if the aig- Compiler Monitor System 2?
nals exchanged between them (cMs—2Y) (R)
and if the equipments or Identifies that compiler
systems being interconnected which iccepts CMS—2 state—

• possess comparable perfor— ments to produce object code
mance characteristics, for a AN/UYK— 7 computer.

compile— time parameter (R) Compiler System 1 (CS—i) (R)
A constant value to be set Identifies that compiler,

-, 

— 
before the applicable program operating in a CP—642 or

• is compiled. Univac 1230 computer , whic h
accepts CS— I statements and

compiler (F) assembly language statements
A compiler is a program which to produce object code for
translates a high—level source a CP—642 or Univac 1230 com— •

• program into the equivalent puter.
- . machine language object pro-

gram for a given computer. composition ecrors (R)
Errors that are detected

Compiler Monitor System 2 as soon as the user enters
(CMS—2) (R) the offending statement.

A A computer program language He may immediately substitute
which may be used to pro— a correct statement.

I duce machine code instruc-
tions for a variety of corn— computation address (R)
puters. A computation that produces

or modifies the address por—
- 

I tion of an instruction .
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computer control systems (D) munication transmission faci—

• Computer systems whose pri— lities , and specialization
mary functions are to initiate , or general—purpose hardware
modif y,  or terminate the to facilitate the flow of
operation of a larger system data between terminals and/
or aggregation of equipment. or processors. Its parts

I’ Such systems may be of the consist of communication de—
embedded or ADPS variety vices , the host processors ,

* J and may , once initiated , the transmission lines and
operate with or without human a set of rules ,1 and imple—
intervention. merited in either hardware

or software to insure the
Computer Controlled Action orderly flow of traffic in
Entry Button (CCAEB ) (F) the network.

A display console button
where label , or state , is Computer Output Microfilm
under the control of a corn— (COM ) (R)
puter program. When depressed A microfilm printer that
or activated , the button accepts output directly f rom
provides a constant action a computer , thus substitut ing
code, regardless of state. for line printer or tape
See action entry button, output.

Computer Controlled Action Entry computer program (I)
-

• ,_. Panel (CCAEP) (F) An identifiable series of
A display console panel con— instructions or statements ,
tam ing an array of CCAEBs in a form acceptable to a
and fixed action buttons. computer’, prepared in order

to achieve a certain result .
computer data (D)

A collection of data capable computer program acceptance
of being accepted , processed, testing (W)
or produced by a computer, Testing at the computer pro— - •

such as a data base or ana— gram level , based solely
log/digital signal. on the performance require—

merits specified in the coin— ,
.

computer information (D) puter program performance ‘

Computer data processed to specification . This testing
a human readable forts, is used for formal qualification F

of the computer program and
computer network (R) successful completion results

Applies to any system coin— in acceptance of the computer

L posed of one or more corn- program by the procuring
puters and terminals , corn— agency. Thi s type of tes t

shall provide a representative
sample of the total operating

C-8
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capability of the computer pro— computer system resources (D)
• gram. The totality of computer equip—

merit, computer programs , com—
computer software (R) puter data , associated documen—

- See software. tation , contractual services ,

• personnel and supp lies.
computer software

• documentation (D) concatenate (P)
Technical data , including com— See catenate. 

=
puter listing and printouts, in
human—readable form which concentrator (R)
(I) documents the design or A device used to feed the signals

• details of computer software, from several data terminals
(2) explains the capabilities into a single transmission line
of the computer software, or for input to a computer and
(3) provides operating instruc— vice versa.
tions for the computer software
to obtain desired results from Condition 1 Operational

• - -  L a computer . Program (F)
I -  - - Identical to Full Capability (FC)

computer system (Di programs. Those programs that
An interacting assembly of corn— provide maximum operational
puter equipment together with capability for readiness condition
computer software. I and require the full capability

of the hardware. - -

• computer system documentation(D)
Information which documents Condition 1 Training Program (F)
the technical details of the corn— Basically, the Condi tion 1 program
puter system . Documentation modified to provide realistic
includes , but is not limited to simulated inputs and a training
equipment design specifica tions, supervisor mode of console oper— *

engineering drawings , operators ation. Used to train personnel
L manuals , technical orders, corn— when live (real) inputs are not - ‘

puter software speci f ica tions , available.
• programming and user manuals , —

flow charts, lis tings of computer Condition 3 Operational ‘
; i 

-

programs, and interface speci— Program (R)
fications. Identical to Reduced Capabili ty

I (RC) programs. For programs
computer system outputs (D) that provide limited operational

Computer information, control capability and require less than

f signals, or computer data trans— the full capability of the hardware

L ferred to any device or medium system. These programs provide
external to the computer system . the highest possible degree of

automated capability for situationsI where portions of the hardware

C-9
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system are not available due commands addressed to the
to casu.Jty, preventive main— system from input consoles.

• tenance or priority off— l ine use.
Control Formatting Unit

conditional (R) (CFU) computer (F)
Subject to various constraints. The CFU computer is a general
For example , the result of a purpose , dig ital computer

• - comparison made during pro— operated under internal control
gram processing or a result sub— with external conmiunication
ject to human intervention, capabilities (NTDS unit com-

puter , FCS unit computer ,
-
• conditional breakpoint (R) keyset central multiplexer ,

A software breakpoint at which magnetic tape, paper tape,
processing may be continued teletypewriter , and the data
as coded if desired conditions disp lay group). its primary
are satisfied. See breakpoint, function is to provide inter—

action between NTDS and all
conjunctive search (R) units of the fire control

A search defined in terms of data group.
• a logical product, in contrast

to a disjunctive form or logical con trol memory (R)
sum. Same as control storage .

console alert (F) Control Memory Reg ister
See Alert (1). (CMR ) (C)

(1) Any addressable register ,
content addressed memory (R) including the accumulators , - 

-

• Same as associative stor age. index register , and
bas e reg isters for both

content addressed storage Ut) the task state and inter—
Same as associative storage. rupt state, and the

breakpoin t reg ister,
continuous data mode (CDM) (C) active status register ,

A hardware feature of many designator storage words
navy computers in which the and initial condition
input/output controller el— words for the interrupt
lows for automatic rein — state.
tiation of input/output buf— (2) Within an b C , any regis—
fers. For example, in,the ter needed for buffer
AN/UYK—7 computer , reini- control of an external
tiation of buffers is pro— interrupt , exter~ial
vided by software through function, output data
the IOC’s execution of non— or input data for up
buffered commands. to 16 I/O channels.

control command program (R)
A program that handles all

C—b
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• control storage (R) memory locations , usually
• (1) The storage area for in words, in a given digital
• microprograms in a micro— processor con f i guration .

programmed computer.
(2 )  A hi gh—speed memory core memory (T)

containing the control Memory composed of magnetic
• registers of a processor. cores.

( 3) Synonymous with control
memory. core resident (R)

Used to denote program instruc—
conversational (P) tions or data which resides

A term pertaining to the in core memory at all times
instantaneous interchange during system operation .
of responses between the
user and the computing sys— core rope (F )
tem. A program permanently stored

in a computer which permits
converter (R) loading the main program

A device which converts repre— into core from a peripheral
sentation of information device.
or which permits changing
the method for data processing couple (P )
from one form to another. To connect two processing
For example, a unit which units together by means of
accepts information from a channel selector switch.
punch cards and records the I 

-

information on magnetic tape, CPDS (.q) - •

possibly including editing Computer Program Design Speci—
facilities. fication.

core (F) CPM (R)
Used loosely to denote computer Cards per minute , critical

• memory in general. Specifically, path method . .•

refers to a storage device 
- *

in which binary data is repre— CPOM (W)
sented by the direction of Computer Program Operator ’s
magnetization in each unit Manual.
of an array of magnetic mate—

r rial. Usually in the shape CPP (W)
of torroidal rings but also Computer Program Package. • - -

- • in other forms such as wraps
on bobbins. See multi ple CPPS (W)

p aperture cord. Computer Program Performance
Specification.

core capacity (F)
The total number of programmable

C i l
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CPTPL (Ii) coimnunication system .
Computer Program Test Plan .

CRT (C)
CPTPR (w) An acronym fo r an el~ ctronic

Computer Program Test Proce— display device. CR1 is often
dures . used in programming jargon

to indicate an alphanumeric
CPU monitor clock (R) display device using a cathode

The contents of this register ray tube.
are decremented by one, approxi-
matel y every millisecond. CS— I (R)
When the clock count has Compiler System 1.
been reduced to zero, an
interrupt is generated. CS—4 (I’)
For example , wi thin each An extensible programming
CPU of the AN/UYK—7 computer language designed for AADC
a 16—bit register that when and prnposed as a successor
set with a nonnegative value to CM5~-2.will count down at a rate
of 1024 counts per second . CSAT (F)

F Upon reaching a negative Combat System Ali gnment Test.
value , it will stop and gen—

= erate a class II interrupt CSDD (W)
within the CPU containing Computer Subprogram Design
the monitor clock. Document.

cross assembler (R) CSIT (F)
• A symbolic language translator Combat System Interface Test.

that operates on one type
of computer to provide machine CSM (C)
code for another type of Command and Staff Ma~iua1 .
computer.

• CSOT (F ) p

cross talk (R) Combat System Operability
(I) In informat ion storage Test.

and retrieval , the obtaining
of undesirable information cursor (C) —

from a file caused 
~‘y A disp layable character on

interrelating elements a disp lay screen to serve
of the keys or deacri p— the following purposes:
tors used in the search. (1) To indicate the position

(2) Unwanted signals in on the disp lay where the
a cnannel which orig inate next character from the key—
from one or more other board or from a computer
channels in the same output data buffer will be

L I :11±
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disp l ayed , (2) to indicate cycle t ime (R)
the posi tion on the disp lay The in terval be tween the
at which an editing function request for and the deli—
is performed. very of information from

a storage unit or device.
cy be rne tic s (R)

Technol ogy involved in the cyclic shift (R)
compa rative study of the A sh if t  In which the data

• control and intracommuni- moved -ou t of one end of the
cation of information—handling storing register are reentered
machines and nervous systems into the other end , as in
of animals and man to under— a c1os~d loop. Synonymous
stand and improve coimnuni— wi th circ ular shif t , end—
cations. around shift , logi cal shif t ,

nonartthmatic shift , and
cycl e (F) ring shift.

(1) One complete positive
and one complete negative
alternation of a current

• or voltage . Synonoinous
wi th harts.

(2) The period of t ime required
by the tele typewr iter
to type (one time onl y)
all enabled status and
position data transmitted
on LINK—14.

cycle stealing (P)

* 
(1) The deferral of an oper—

a t ion at the machine
cycle level in preference =

• to another operation
- 

• 
of hi gher priority.
Normall y, this refer s
to stealing processor

• instruction execution
cycles so memory refer-
ences can be made.

(2 )  A process where an inpu t/
output channel or other
external unit may force
a pause in processing
while one or more memory
cyc les are taken for
data transmission or
control.

C—l 3
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0 can determine data arrange—
ments during the compili ng

-• process.

DACON (F) data design Mapping
- 

Di gital to analog conversion. Program (MAP) (R)
Automated graphic presentation

* 
DART (R) of program data segments.

Data analysi s recording tape .
da ta di sp’ay consoles (R)

data age (R) Those consoles which provide
The length of time a data an operator with symbolic

- i . item has been in storage and/or alphanumeric disp lay
without update. of system data and with the

means of entering data into
= - data analysis recording tape the computer system.

( DART) (R )
A magnetic tape used for data exchange auxiliary console
recording program , system (DEAC) (C)
and operator data as required A pe ripheral device that
for subsequent use in recon- provides paper tape , magnetic

• struction of system performance, tape , and teletype keyboard
and printer funct ions over

-Jata base schema (P) a single I/O channel. The
The overall structure of DEAC may be duplexed and
a data base, as distinct may optionally contain in
from sub—schema or component ICKCMX hardware module.
or lower leve l structures.

data extraction (R)
data defini tion language (P) The process which provides

A language used to define for output of significan t
the structure of a data base data to digital storage for

• independent of the program subsequent use in reconstruc—
that accesses or updates tion of system performance.
the data base.

data field (P)
dat a des ign (F) (1) Origi n a l l y, a group

Data designs specify facts of adjacent columns
concerning data to be processed of a punched card at-
and the format in which the located to holding a
data is to be ordered during specific type of infer—
it s processing by the comp iler. mation .
The data design concept can (2) Later , a partial computer
be considered as a sophisti— word where one word
cated address allocation contained more than
sys tem from which the comp iler one field.

L
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data flow (P) ordered or simplified infor—
- The logical flow or progress ination.
* of data throughout an infor-

mation system . data set (P)
A named collection of records.

data input console (F)
• See data display consoles. data standard (R)

A term used to refer collec—
data link (F) tively to a standard data

(1) A communications net— element, its data use identi—
work utilizing radio fier(s), data items and data

I or land—line coinmuni— abbreviations , as well as
= cations for the purpose data codes and their charac—

of passing digital coded teristics.
information.

• (2) Automatic transmission datE structure (P)
of information in digital (1 A set of rules and con—

- form via electronic straints which show
equipment. the relationships that

exist between individual
data mile (R) pieces of data.

A linear unit of measurement (2) The schema describing
equal to 2,000 yards equi— the logical organization
valent to 1 radar mile, of a data base. - -

data protection (R) data terminal equipment (R)
Same as storage protection. The modem , data sink , data

source, etc., at either end
— data readout (DRO) (R) of a data communication chan—

Normally, a secondary disp lay nel , line, station , or link.
device which is integral -

to a data display console data transfer rate (R)
- and used to provide alpha— A particular rate at which

* numeric information ampli— data is transmitted through
fying a situation displayed a channel but measured during $

~ 
on the console crt. Not the time in which data is
all consoles are provided actually being transmitted.

- with a DRO. For example, tape transfer
rates are measured in terms

— data reduction (F) of character per second,
The transformation of masses discounting gaps between
of raw data into useful, blocks, words, etc .

I, •
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data transmis.~~on (R) cuting range of data units ,
The sending of data from etc.
one part of a system to an-
other. declarative statement (R)

= - Instructions in symbolic
- • . data transmission equipment (R) coding, or a system used

The communications equipment to define and designate areas ,
used in direct support of constraints , and symbols.
data processing equipment.

decrement (R)
DBD (C) (i) A quan ti ty by which

Data Base Design. a variable is decreased .
• (2) A specific part of an

DBMS (P) instruction word in - 
-

• Data Base Management System . some binary computers.
Also , a set of digits.

DD (0)
- Demand di gital. dedicated module (C) -

‘

In a multi ple processor com -
DDCS (R) puter , a dedicated module

Digital Data Communications is a program module that
System . can be executed by one pro—

.~ cessor.
DDEU (F)

= Digital data entry unit, dedicated software executive (P )  - =

A software executive that
DDI (F) has a processor assigned

- Digital display indicator, to run it such that the exe-
cution cannot be run on any

DEAC (F) other processor .
Data entry auxiliary console ,
data exchange auxiliary con— deferred entrance (C)
sole. For program modules operating 

p

under the common control
— debugging aids (R) module executive , the deferred

Routines for aid to the pro— entrance is the module entrance
grammer in checking out a that is designed for processing
particular program by fur— tasks that are not time depen—
nishing dynamic informa t ion dent and that may require *

such as the contents of memory a large amount of processing
areas, program flow of exe— time , such as test data re—

duction. Deferred entrance
requests are honored only

‘P
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after all priority, message a program long 8enough for
I and periodic entrance requests the completion of an oper—
4 have been honored. In addition, ation.

processing using this entrance
is automatically timesliced delta character or position (C)
by the standard executive This character is one of
in order to return control the keyboard input display
to higher priority requests. characters used to indicate

a position on the screen
* degradation (R) of the MCC and other charac—

• The operational condition ter display units. For ex—
in which the system continues amp le , in a line of alpha—
to operate but at reduced numeric coding, the delta
levels of service. Such character indicates the left

- circumstances are usually end of a message ready to
caused by unavailability be transmitted to the corn—

‘ of various equipment units puter. The cursor indicates

- 
or subsystems. See fail— the right end of this mes—
soft, reduced capability, sage.

degree of multiprogramming (R) demand (R)
Refers to the number of trans— An I/O coding technique in
actions handled in parallel which a read or write order
by a system involved in a is initiated as the need
multi—program . to read a new block or write

new block of data occurs.
• DEK (F)

Data entry keyboard. demultiplexing (R)
The dividing of one or more

- delay (R) information streams into
(1) Time after the close a larger number of streams.

- .  of a reporting period Contrast with multiplexing.
before information per—
tam ing to that period dense binary code (R)
becomes available. - A code in which all possible
Delay may al so cover states of the binary code

-‘ the time to process are used.
data and to report.

1 (2) Retardation of the flow deque (P)
IL of information in a A double ended queue such

• — channel for a finite that elements may be added
period of time. to or removed from front

1 or rear.
delay counter (R)

In the unit of some computer , designator (C)

I a counter that can delay As used in describing the

D-4
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format of an instruction In a synchronous computer ,
or a control word, a design— such clocks are the source
nator is a bit field that of the equally spaced pulses
is interpreted by the hard— which are required for syn—

- ware to help identify the chronizing computer operations.

• specific function to be per-
formed. Digital Data Communications

Sys tem (DDCS) (R)
diagnostics program (R) The collection of coulnunica-

A program used by the super— tions equipment and interfacing
visory program or the computer devices which provides corn—
opera tor to check for and puter to computer exchange

* locate malfunctions, errors , of data.
and/or faulty components.

- - digital data link (R)
* dichotcinizing search (R) A digital data communications

A search in which the series system which provides real—
of items is divided into time exchange of data; e.g.,
two parts , one of which is LINK—il or LINK—4A .
rejected; the process is

- 
repeated on the unrejected digital weapons control —

part until the desired item system 04)
• is found or all possibili ties The total collec tion of equip—

exhausted. This process ments, including the computer
usually depends upon the system that provides the
presence of a known sequence capability to meet the de—
in the series of items. fined system operational

- requirements. ‘I
digit (R)

• One of the N symbols of integral direct code (R)
val ue, ranging from 0 to A code that specifies the

7 N—I inclusive, in a system use of actual computer corn—
of numbering with radix N; mand and address configura—
for example, the ten digits tions.
0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 in the
decimal system; 0,1 in the direct instruction (R)
binary system. An instruction which contains

an operand for the operation

I digital clock (R) specified by the instruction. 
I 

-

A clock which provides output
in digital representation . directory (R)

File containing the layout
4 for each field of the des—

I 
- 

-
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H
cribed record A directory double precision arithmetic (R)
describes the layout of a The feature of a computer
record within a file, which allows two words to

be used to accommodate a quan—
- disjunctive search (R) tity; this avoids the cutoff

- 
- . A search defined in terms of a lesser significant digit.

of a logical sum, i.e., dis-
junctive form, in contrast double punch (R)
to a conjunctive or logical Refers to more than one numeric

= product. punch in any one column of
- 

- a hollerith card .
disk station (R)

A peripheral storage subsystem DPRO (F)
consisting of disk storage Digital projection readout.

-- units and their control devices.
- DPS (F)

disk storage (F) Digital Plotting System.
A storage device which uses
magnetic record ing on f la t DRO (F)

-~~~ . rotating disks. Data readout.

- display (F) drop—in (R)
A visual presentation of An accidental or unwanted
data , such as a projection appearance of bits.
on a screen, generation on - -

a cathode ray tube or a print— DRR (F,R)
out. The orderly presentation Data report reliability (LINK—
of information by coinmuni— 11), data recording and re-• cations—electronic means. duction.

display consoles (F) drum latency time (R)
- See data display consoles. The delay or latency time
I on drum—memory units occurs ~

‘

divide check (R) while waiting for a given
An indicator which denotes datum to appear beneath th’ =

- that an invalid division read—write head . This time
has been attempted or has may be minimized by organi— =
occurred . national procedures, i.e.,

by programming the next ad-
1 DM (F) dress of the datum to be

— Data mile , read or written as a func—
tion of the last posi tion -

=

DMR (C) of the read/write head , plus
Dynamic module replacement.

I -
0-6I -
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the elapsed time for the dynamic module replacement
processing before the next (DMR) (R)
read/write instruction. A capability which allows

dynamic reconfiguration of
drum storage (F) the system to adapt to a chang—

A storage device which used ing environment while avoiding
magnetic recording on a ro— disruption of system perfor—
tating cylinder. A type mance presentation. Modules
of addressable storage as— critical to program operation
sociated with some computers, reside in core at all times

and are defined as resident
0/A (R) modules. The modules which

Digital—to—analog , provide additional capabil—
ities for particular situ—

DSR (F) ations are transient modules
Dynamic system reconfiguration. and are available on disk

or magnetic tape to be added
duplex (R) to the program by operator

In communications, pertaining or software action.
to a simultaneous two—way
independent transmission dynamic relocation (C)
in both directions. Contrast The process of moving program
with half duplex, simplex, segments within or into memory
but synonymous with full without disrupting the oper-

- -
- duplex. ation of the system .

duplex channel (F) dynamic stop (R)
- A channel providing simul ’ A specific stop in a loop
taneous transmission in both which consists of a single
directions. jump instruction which ef— 

•

fects a jump to itself. *

r duty cycle (C)
For any recurrent function, dynamic storage (R) - 

e

the duty cycle is the ratio The method of using a storage
of the time elapsed for coin— medium (core, disc , drum, —

pleting a function, compared etc.) for storing of infor—
to the time elapsed between station (program instructions
successive reinitiations or data) in a manner that
of the function. permits the information to

move or vary with time. 
- -

dynamic memory (R)
Same as dynamic storage. dynamic storage allocation (R)

Programs are compiled to
start at address zero. Cir—

I
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cuitry then adds the con—r tents of a base address regis-
ter to that address to form
the effective address.

dynamic system reconfigura tion
(DSR) (F)

The on—line modification
of a hardware or software
system through the use of
manual or automated actions.

11

L
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I
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E mary function is not data
I processing and are integral

* 
1 to such a larger system from

a design , procurement, or
EAT (0) operations viewpoint.

End around test.
empirical (R)

ECMU (F) Pertains to a statement ,
Extended computer memory formula or data derived from
unit, observation or experiment .

ECP (R) encoder (R) I 
-

Engineering Change Proposal. Device capable of translating
from one method of expression

- ECS (P) to another method of expres—
Extended core storage. sion; translating a message

into a series of binary digits.
- j  - 

EDC (F)
Error detection and correction end—around shift (R)
code, error detection code . Same as cyclic shift.

-. EDTC (F) End—Of—Pile (EOF) (R)
Error detection and turning Termination or the point
code. of completion of a quantity I -

of data. EOF marks are used
- EP (0) to indicate this point. 

I 

-
S External function.

End—Of-Job (EOJ) (R)
EIB (R) Point of completion of a

Elec tronics Information Bul— computer program, indicated
letin. by the EOJ control card which

r returns control to the moni—
electronic accounting tor.
machines (R)

7 The se t of convent ional punch— End—Of—Message (EON) (R) 
I 

-

card equipment including The specific set of charac—
sor ters , collectors and tabu— tern that indicates the ter—
lators. mination of a message.

I embedded computer systems (D) Eng ineering Change Proposal - -

Computer sys tems that are (ECP) (C)
physically incorporated into A term which includes both
a larger system whose pri- a proposed engineering change

and the documentation by

I
I E-1 
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which the change is described error handler (R)
and suggested. A part of the executive .

2 This routine provides a corn—
entry time (R) mon entry point for all hard—

The time when control is ware and software detected

I transferred from the super— errors. This routine builds
visory to the application an error indication packet
program. from information available

in the ISC , active status
EOF (F ) register , and other input

End—Of—File , parameters and passes this
packet to a common recovery

• 
EOJ (R) routine, In situations where

End—Of—Job , the error is determined to
be noncritical , the error

- 
EON (F) handler returns control to

End—Of-Message. the interrupted program with

- 
an appropriate error m di-’

• EPI (F) cator.
Electronic position indicator .

error message (R)
equipment compatibility (R) A message developed by a

Characteristic of computers program to designate an error .
by which one computer may
accept and process data pre— error rate (F)
pared by another without The total amount of information
conversion or code modifi— in error divided by the total
cation . amount of information rece ved.

is

error detection and ESA (F)
correction code (EDC) (F) Externall y specified addressing . 

=
— A code in which each data

signal conforms to the sped — ES! (F)
fic rules of construction Externally specified index .
so that departures from this
construction in the received ESM (R)
signals can be automatically Electronic support measures.
detected and sometimes cor-’
reeted. ESR (F)

1 Executive service request.
error detection and
tuning code (EDTC) (F) EXEC (R)

A repetitive series of charac— Executive .
tern (RY) used to tune and
monitor the quality of execute (R)

I LINK—1 4 signals. To interpret a mach ine instruc”

I E—2
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.tion and perform the m di— use of these resources i~uring

I cated operation (s) on the execution.
• operand(s).

exit (R)
I executive (F) A way of momentarily inter—

( 1) A program that regulates rupting or leaving a repeated
the use of CPU (s) between cycle of operat ions in a
application programs; program.
additionally, it may
control program initi— EXOS (R)
ation of I/O and may Executive Operating System.

• - provide for communication
• between programs and expression (R)

other computers. Any symbol or group of symbols
(2) The executive program representing a variable ,

coordinates and controls or group of variables , possibly
the execut ion of all combined by symbols representing

- other programs in the operators to a set of definitions —

operational system . and rules.
-. (3) See dedicated software

executive, floating extensible language (F)
software executive. A high level programming

- language with a macro feature
Executive Opera ting Sys tem for def ining ex tended capabili ty
(EXOS) (R) and syntax features.

See executive. - 

-

external function (EF) (R)
• executive service request A control signal sent by

( ESR) (C) the CPU or IOC (as applicable)
A request to the executive to a subsystem which identifies
by a task state program for the word on the output data
an interrupt state routine lines as a function rather
provided by the executive than a data word. 

- p -

services include execut ive
r functions, such as placing external interrupt (T)

J a module on the scheduling A signal sent by a peripheral
list, and execution of pri-’ device over an I/O channel
vileged instructions, such to report the status of that

1 as initiate I/O. device. Contrast with inter—
nal interrupt.

executive system (F)
A software system that controls externally specified addressing
the allocation of system (ESA) (F)
resources to a sequence of A feature of certain computers

‘ 
tasks or jobs awaiting exe— which enables a data word
cut ion and monitors their

I E-3
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- to be stored or read from

• I an address dir ectly specified
I by an external device.

externally specified index

I (ESI) - (F)
- A feature of certain computers

which allows transfer of
= data words indirectly specified

by an external device; that

- 
is , the external device speci-
fies the address of the buffer
control words for this parti-
cular transfer.

I
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I
and carry out its mission

I in spite of component and
subsystem faults.

facility (P) PC program (F)
A computer center, including Full Capability program.
the site, hardware , software -

and staff together with re— FCDSSA (R)
mote preipherals or terminals. Fleet Combat Direction Sys—

• tems Support Activity.
failsafe (P)

A system with failsafe capa— FCO (R)
bility is able to carry out Field Change Order .
its essential mission in
spite of failure of any corn— FCP (R)
ponent or subsystem or any Field Change Proposal.
number of components or sub—
systems. Fibonacci Search (R)

A search based on dichotomy
• failsoft (P) such that in each step the

A system with failsoft capa— original set or remaining
- bili ty is able to continue subset is subdivided in ac—

operation in a degraded mode cordance with successive
41 in the face of failure of smaller numbers in specific

one or more components or Fibonacci series. When the
subsystems. See degradation , number of items is such tha t

• reduced capability . a set is not equal to a
Fibonacci number , the number

T 
fast fourier transform (R) of items in the set is as—

The fast fourier transform sumed to equal the next high—
is simply an efficient method er Fibonacci number.

.7 for computing the discrete
fourier transform which is FILO (P)

* the numerical counterpart First—in—last—out.
of the continuous fourier

T transform . For the more firmware (R)
.
~~
‘ general case , there is a A microinstruction program

reduction in computation residing in the read only
I from N**2 operations to memory of a micro—proce8sor.
,j (N/2) (log base 2(N)) oper— In a given computer , firmware

ations. is changed by replacement
of the microprocessor circuit

fault—tolerant (1’) card with one containing
A system designed to operate the desired microprogram.

I
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The microinstructions used floating—point shift (R)
in firmware are executed A shift in 4—bit increments ,
much faster than the macro— performed on floating—point
instructions used in software , numbers.
Contrast with hardware , soft—

J ware, flying spot scanner (K)
In optical character recog—

fixed—point scaling (C) nition , a device employing
* Fixed point scaling is a a moving spot of light to

convention established to scan a sample space, the
maintain the location of intensity of the transmitted
the radix point in numbers or reflec ted li ght being
represen ted in computer words sensed by a photoelectric
which are subject to fixed transducer .
point arithmetic operations.

— FOD (C)
float code (P) Function Operationa l Design.

A program or par t of a program
organized such that it will foreground processing (R)
properly execute regardless Programs with critical response
of the memory address at times are given priority
which it is currently al— . by the executive by being
located, placed in a higher priority

queue. Contrast with back-’
floating software executive (P) ground processing.

A software executive that
can be run on one and only forma l language (P )
one processor at a time , A language is a set of valid
but can be run on any processor or admissible strings and
in the system. the meanings or interpretations $

associated with these strings .
floa ting—point number (C)

A representation for a num— forward error correction (P)
ber wi thin a digital computer A scheme whereby redundant
by two parts called the man— information is transmitted
tissa ~nd the characteristic , with the data in order to

• as used in floating—point effec t correction wi thout
arithmetic~ The mantissa retransmission .
e,wresses the number ’s sig—
niflcant digits according FOS (C)
to a fixed format.  The charac— Function Operational Speci—
teristic expresses-the exponent fication.
to raise the base (usually
2) so that when this power Full Capability Program
is multiplied by the man— (PC Program) (F)

I tissa , the result is the Programs designed to use
original number.

F-2
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either the full number of
digital processors and memory

C- units or a less er configura-
tion which will allow inatan—

- taneous availability of all
funct ional capabilities of
the system.

- 

* function (F)
A part of a total program
that performs a series of
closely related tasks in
the achievement of a par-
ticular goal.

* f unc tion code (C)
The por tion of the machine

,, instruction word that speci-
fies to the CPUs control
section which sequence of
control signals it must gen—
erate for the instruc t ion’s
execution.

function identifier (C)
A mnemonic code to indicate
a function to be performed, *

- 
such as those defined for
the debug module.

p

4
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4 global (F)
An entity that may be used
by any elements of a system .

gracef ul degradation (P)
See failsoft.

grammar (F)
The grammar of a language
is a set of rules that deter—
mine which finite sequences
of symbols (s trings) are
legitimate 8entences in the
language.

graphical data processing (F)
Computer analysis of or creation
of information in line drawing

- form.

V
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H the label of a stored record
matched a search key.

housekeeping task (P)
handshaking (P) A general sys tem servicing

• Exchange of a predetermined task that must be run pen —
signal for purposes of con— odically to ensure system

. trol when a connection is performance.
established between two data -

sets. lISP (F)
High speed printer , high

• hardwired (T) speed punch .
Computer logic buil t by engi-
neering design directly into hybrid computer (R)

= a component of the computer. A computer designed to per—
Hardwired logic may not be form both analog and digital

- modified by prograimning action, computing for distinct or’
special purposes.

Hertz (Hz ) (F)
- One Hz equals 1 cycl e per hys teresis (R )

second. (1) Lagging in the response
- - of a unit of a system

heuristic program (P) behind an increase or
A computer program which a decrease in the strength
is able to modify its pro— of a signal.

j cess based on its past per— (2) Phenomenon demonstrated
• formance , or a learning pr o— by materials which make

gram. Synonymous with arti— their behavior a functic~
ficial intelligence, of the history of their

d- environment. I -

hierarchy (P)
- The s tructural determination Hz (F)

of precedence by definition. Hertz.

high level language (P)
• A programm ing language that
• i8  intended to be machine

independent and more easily
understood by humans than
machine language .

hi t (R )
A match made when a file
is searched for specific
data items; a find made when

I H-i
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imagc processing (P)
Computer analysis of a cre—
ation of information in image
or picture form. The pro—

ICKCMX (C) cea sing of digitized photo—
Integrated circuit keyset graphic input to the computer.
converter multiplexer .

IMC (K)
IC/I

~
4 (F) Intermodular communication .

Intercomputer/Intermodular.
IMIC (F)

ics (F) Intermodule intercomputer .
Intercommunications System.

indicators (K)
ID (F) Devices reg istering condi tions

4 Identify, identification, such as high or equal condi—
tions resulting from a corn—

ID AM1’ (F) putation. A sequence of - -

Iden tity amplification. operations within a proce—
dune may be varied acc or~ ing

IDAC (F) to the position of an indicator.
Interconnect ing digital to
analog converter, indirect addressing (K) I 

-

A method of computer cross
IDR (C) reference in which the address

Input Data Request. part of an instruction word
gives the s torage loca t ion

InS (C) where the address of the
Interface Design Specifi— operand is to be found . In
cation , some computers, the machine

address indicated can itself

1’ 1FF (F) be indirect. Such multi ple

j  Identification Friend or levels of addressing are
* Foe, terminated either by prior 

*
control or by a termination

illegal action alert (F) symbol. Synonymous with -• 
- 

I

An aler t notifying the oper— second level address.
ator that he has attempted
an action that is never al— indirect jump (C)
loved, not allowed under A jump instruction on condition . -

exis ting circums tances , or or unconditionally in which
beyond the limits of the the address specified by
operat ional program . the jump instruct ion indicates

I
I—I
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the addres s of a memory lo— entering, updating, and amp li—
cation and thi s location ’s fying informa tion on air,
contents specifies the ad— surface and subsurface sys—
dress of the next instruction tem entries.

~~
- to be executed. For example ,

- 

- the return jump instruction input limited (K)
- for a subroutine exit is A system limit in which the
. - an indirect jump . time necessary for the CPU :

to wait for input items re—
infix notation (R) stricts the speed of operation .

A method of forming one—dimen—
• sional expressions (e.g. , input stores (F)

• ari thmetic , log ical , etc.) A temporary message storage •

by alternating sing le operands area for a module where a
- and operators. Any operator real—time message received

performs its indicated function by the module awaits pro—
upon its adjacent terms which ceasing.

* - 
are defined , subject to the =

-

~ ~ rules of operator precedence Input/Output Adapter
and grouping brackets which (I/O Adapter or bA ) (K)
eliminate ambi guity. A computer hardware unit which

contains all necessary elec—
inhibit • (R) trical and mechanical corn—

To prevent an event from ponen ts needed for the I/O
taking place. functions of the IOC connected

to it. The actual charac—
Initial Condi tion Word teris tics of the IOA depends
( ICW ) (C) upon the sys tem requiremen ts

Within control memory of and hardware configuration.
-, each CPU , there are four

20—bit storage locations Input/Output Controller
1’ called ICWs which contain (b c) (R)

the base address for inter— A hardware unit that maintains “

rupt routines, one for each control over sequences of
type of interrupt. Their input and output operations
contents are transferred once the operations are m i —
to the P—register to begin tiated by the central proces— •

the processing of an inter— sor. All input and output
t rupt request. words are transferred between
I the IOC and memory via the

input console (F) memory bus wi th li tt le or

‘ 
See da ta disp lay console, no attention from the CPU.

input functions (F) input/output (10) channels (F)
Those programme d func tions Input and outpu t channels

I primaril y concerned wi th in a given dig ital proces—

1 1-2
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sor confi guration that are TDS with a storage , retrieval ,
used for the trans fer of and f i le  main tenance MIS
di gital data. operating under the control

of a single executive , developed
- 

- j inquiry (K) for use on the LHA— l Class
4. A technique whereby the inter— ships.

roga tion of compu ter storage
-: may be initiated at a key— interlace (R)

- 
- 

board or crt terminal. To assign successive storage
locations on a magnetic drum,

instruc tion bank (C) usuall y to reduce access
Wi th regard to any subprogr am, time.
an instruction bank may refer
to a computer memory unit in terleaved memory (P)
used for storage of instruc— A memory in which addressing

• tions , as distinguished from is partitioned into odd and
another memory unit for storage even addressing.
of data. This segregation

- 
I allows for memory overlap , interlude (R)

A subprogram designed for
ins truc t ion word (K) preliminary computations

A grouping of letters and/or or data organization. For
• digits handled by the computer examp le , calculating the

as a unit to signif y the val ue of some parameter or
provision of definitions initializing storage. It
of operations to be performed is usuall y overwritten after
or the descri ption of associated being executed if no longer

- data. needed in the program.

- integer (R) intermediate language (P)

- 
A complete entity , a notural In comp il ing , the language
whole (not fractional or form produced by translating
mixed) number, the source code. This inter—

mediate language can then
S integrated circuit keyset con— be either interpreted or I 

-

verter multiplexer (ICKCMX) (C) used as input to a set of
A modular designed analog—to— generators to produce relo—
digital converter and multi— catable object code. Opti—
plexer having integrated mizing compiler’s usually
circuitry . It can be dup lexed perform their optimizing
to two computers and multiplexed process on the intermediate

j to a number of analog devices , language form of the program.

in tegra ted Tac tical Amphibious
Warfare Da ta Sys tem ( ITAWDS) (R)

A sys tem which in tegra tes the

1-3
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intermodule message ~~~. (C) Interrupts cause the
A group of computer word,~s sequential execution
containing information tO of the CPU to be discon—
be transferred from one proc tinued after the current
gram module to another, instruction and causeT control to be switched

internal interrupt (P) to a predesignated ad—
An interrup t generated by dress in memory .

- a condition within a proces— (2) A hardware operation
sor or its main memory . triggered by an external
Compare with external inter— or internal event that ,

r rupt. when honored , transfers - -

processor control from
interoperab i l ity (F ) an in s t ruc t ion  sequence

In t eroperab i l i t y  denotes cur ren t ly being executed
the capability of automated to a predefined address .
tactical data systems that There are four distinc t
may (1) exchange data in Interrupt Classes for
a prescribed format and fre— the AN/UYK — 7 computer:

-‘ 1. quency and with mutual non— Class 1 — Hardware Fault ,
interference and (2) process 

• Class ii — Program Er—
such data through individual nor , Class III - I/O
hardwar e/sof tware and pro— Interrupt , Clas s IV
cedural configurations to — Enter The Executive
extract intelligible infor— State. Every CPU has
mation which is identical an ICW for each class
or differs only by an estab— of interrupt. Whenever
lished set of constants. a CPU detects an inter-

rupt , control is given
interpolator (R) to the interrupt state

- - A machine which compares and the contents of *

two or more decks of punched the associated ICW isI cards in order to match , transferred to the P— - - 
.. -

I merge or check sequence of register to begin pro—
same. ceasing the interrupt.

1 interrogation (R) interrupt enable (F)
The simple inquiry of a system To allow interrupts to be
to which a quick reply is recognized again after they

I expected. have been locked out. I -

interrupt (T,C) interrupt lockout (C)

I (1) A mechanism used to A condition established within
si gnal the occurr enc e a CPU which prevents an inter—
of a significant event. rupt of any specified class

I
1 1-4
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to be honored . This may bOA (F)
be accompli shed by the exe— Input/Output Adapter.
cutive program setting any
des ired combination of the IOC (F)

- 
- 

r three interrupt lockout desig— Input/Output Controller.
nators within the active status -p 
register. Additionally ,  b C moni tor clock (R)
the hardware automatically A register in the IOC which ,r sets these designators upon when set with a nonnegative
honoring an interrupt to value , will count down at

- - temporarily prevent additional a specified rate of counts
interrupts to be honored. per second to a negative ,

L then stop ; an interrupt is
Interrupt Lockout Register generated in an attempt to
(ILR ) (R) interrupt a CPU connected

A register of an IOC having to the IOC .
one interrupt lockout bit
for each I/O channel. There IPOFA (F )
is normally one ILR wi thin Integrated Pr’ograzmned Opera—
the IOC for each of the CPUs tional and Functional Appraisal.
that can be connected to
the IOC. I/O

• Input/Output.
interrupt state
(executive state) (R) 1/0 buffer (R)[ Normally,  one of two or more Input/Output  b u f f e r .  See

states of CPU operation. buffer.
This state is reserved for
execut ion of both privileged I/O chain (C)

• and nonprivileged instruc— A sequence of instructions
tions. This state is designed stored in main memory to
for executive system control be executed by the IOC to
functions . perform a specified I/O func—

tion or series of linked
- Interrupt Status Code functions .
I (I SC) (C)
1 A bit code formed with in an I/O channels (F)

b C  or CPU and transferred Input/Output channels .
I to the appropriate DSW within
4 the CPU which detects the I/O Interrupt (C)

interrupt. This code des— - A program module entrance

I 
cribes the condi t ion which provided by the exec ut ive
generated the interrupt. - to any module reg istered

- for an I/O channel by which
introspective program (R) the program module will re—

A self—monitoring program. ceive control when a monitor

1 
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interrupt is detected for 
—

r the registered I/O channel.
Iii (Note that there is another

option, the module may have
specified for a priority
entrance when the monitor
interrupt is detected.)

ISC (C)

I
’ Interrupt Status Code.

ISEP (T)
Interrupt State Error Pro-
cessing.

I ITAWDS ( K )
Integrated Tactical Amphibious

• . 
Warfare Data System.

iteration (F)
The repeated performance
of a process unti l  some con—
dition is met, each perfor-
mance being carried to corn—
pletion at which time the
condition is checked.

I.
I.
p

V
Sb

I
1
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I

JCL (R)
Job Control Language.

Job Control Language (JCL) (R)

I A programming language which
specifies an environment
in which a job is to be run
and optional output desired .

‘I

job stream (P)

r A list of jobs (programs)
1. to be processed on a com-

puter system.

JOSS (R)
A time—sharing language de—
veloped by the Rand Corporation

- -  to make qu ick calculations
too complicated for a cal—
culator .

- JOVIA L (R )
~~ ‘ A language for real—time

command and control developed
by System s Development Cor—
poration .

jux taposit ion (P)
j  The placement of two or more

- 
I characters side by side.

See ca tenate.

- -1
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K on magnetic tape to be read

J into the computer .

keyboard (R )
Kalman Fi l ter  A device for the encoding
(discrete time) (R ) of data by key depression

A l inear , but possibl y time — which causes the generation
vary ing discre te—time f i l t e r  of the selected code element.
with  the property that  it
provides a least—mean square keyset (K)
error estimate of a discrete— A device used to manually
t ime signal based on noisy enter data and instructions
observations . The s t a t i s t i —  into the computer.
cal descri ption of the problem
is such that th~’ Kalman Fi l ter  keyset central (K SC) (F )
has a recursive implementation , A device which acts as a
using a linear combination junction and switching box
of new observations and old for inputs  to the computer
estimates . Its essential from keysets and other sources.
features  are that its desi gn KSC also perform s analog—
is based on a s ta t i s t ica l  to—di gi tal  conversions .
criterion in the t ime do—
main , and generall y,  is time — keyset centra l mu l t i p lexer
varying . If the f i l t e r  is (KCMX) (F)
res t r ic ted to be time in— A di g i ta l  data converter
nariant , it becomes the Wiener which is an I/O device used

* Fi l t e r,  as a data conversion u n i t
• capable of t ransmit t ing  data

KCMX (F ) between computers , shi p sen—
Keyset central  mul t i p lexer. sors , and weapon systems .

It  also includes those func—
kernel (P) tions of the keyset central .  —

With respect to computer  ‘ -=

hardware and software , it ki nep lex (F )
• is the basic or most impor— A method for multiplexing

tant component in a system . digital data.

key—to—disk (R) KIPS (R) - •

Keypunching of data directly K i lo—Ins t ruc t ions  Per Second.
from keypunch machine to
computer ’s peri pheral memory KSC (F)
( d i sk) .  This avoids the Keyset central .
intermediate steps of reading
the cards into the computer
through the card reader ,
or recording the card image

- 
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least s ignif icant  di g i t
(LSD ) (R)

• The s ignif icant  dig it con-
tributing the smallest quan—

label (R ) t i ty  to the value of a numeral .
Symbols used to identify
or describe an item , record , librarian (R)
message , or f i l e .  It may A program that creates , main—
be the same as the address tains , and makes available

1 in storage . the collection of programs ,
routines and data that  make

latency time (R) up an operating system .
• ( 1) In a serial storage device , Librarian funct ions may in—

the t ime required to d ude system generation ,
- locate the f i r s t  b i t  system editing , and u t i l i ty

• - or character in a pa rt i— programs .
cular storage location.

-. Access t ime for such library (R)
a device includes laten— A compiling system support

* cy time plus the time process which provides a
to read out or write well— organized scheme for
in a complete word. identif y ing , catalog ing ,

4 (2) In a serial storage list ing , updat ing , and re—
computer , the delay trieving program elements .
while waiting for infor—

j  
mation called for from library key (R)

• storage to be delivered An ident if ier  which insures
to the ari thmetic uni t ;  uni queness of program element =

for example , access labels on the library .
I t ime minus the t ime

to read ou t a complete LI LO (P )

I word. Last— in—las t—out .
(3) See drum latency time . ~ I ,. -

linear combination (R) —

LDRI (R ) A sum over a set where each
Low da ta—rate  input,  number is mult i plied by a

weighting factor . See weighting ‘
..

learning program (R) factor .
I See heuristic program.
I linear list (P)

least s ignif icant  bi t  (LSB) (F) ( 1) A simple list s t ructure
The bi t [wi thin a word that  has in which data elements

I the lowest unit value, are ordered sequentially.
Examples are stacks ,

I 
least significant character queues , and deques.
(LSC) (R) (2) A list of N nodes or

The ri ghtmost character in
a number or a word. • -

I 1.-i
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I
item s whose s t ruc tu ral  l ist  (P )

j properties involve only A family of data elements
the linear (one—dimen— which may be structured
sional) relative positions hierarchically or associated
(ordinal) of the nodes. by means of links or pointers

from one element to another.
l ink  (P )  See l inear l is t , linked l i s t .

A means of pointing f rom
one data onde or -subroutine l is t  processing (K)
to another Jata node or sub— A programming technique using
routine, list structures to organize

storage which is organized
LK I1 (F) into lists of data items .

LINK—l i. LINK—it is a high— See list.
speed digital communications

* 
-~ l i nk  using standard form ats  l i s t ing  (R)

which provides au tomat ic  See proof l i s t i ng .
transfer of information be-
tween tactical  data systems . l i teral  (R)

( 1) A word , number , or symbol
LK I4 (F) which names , describes ,

LINK— 14. LINK— 14 provides or defines i tself  and
semiautomatic , computer con— not something else that
trolled , one—way transmission it might represent.
of data via radio teletype (2) An item in a source
at 60, 75 or 100 words per language which remains
minute. unaltered during the

execution of the pro—
LK—4A (F) gram ; for example , in

LINK—4A . A synchronous , the instruction , if
dig ita l , u l t r a — h i gh frequency X 1  PRINT STOP , the
communication providing one word “STOP” is the lit-
or two—way computer controlled eral.
communications between con—
trolling 1~DS units and LINK— LK— l1 (F)
4A equipped aircraft for LINK—Il.
the purpose of aircraft con—
trol. LK—14 (F)

LINK-14.
l ink ed l i st (P )

A set of data elements in LK— 2 1 (F)
3 which each element consists LINK—21.
3 of at least two f ie lds .

The f i r s t  f i e ld  contains LK— 23 (F)
information and the second LINK-23.
field points to the next
element.

L-2
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LK—4A (F) tracked by a TDS platform
• 

I LINK—4A . with its own sensors and
4 for which data is being en—

LK—6 (F) tered into the TDS.
LINK—ó.

J logical shif t (R)
load (F) Same as cyclic sh i f t .

To enter data into either

J the computer or a storage LSB (F)
location, Leas t significant bit.

load poin t (R) LSC ( R )
1 The preset point at which Least significant character.

magnetic tape is initially
= positioned under the read/ LSD (F)

write head to start reading Least significant di git.
or writing .

- 

- 
load time (P)

Time at which a program is
loaded into memory .

loader (C)
A program which once loaded
into a computer , usually
by bootstrap , is designed
to load in to memory other
programs and to perform the
necessary program linking

I func t ions .

local (P )
An a t t r ibute  of an ent i ty
which app lies onl y to one
procedure or one group of
procedures.

loc a l data ( C)

I The data required by onl y
I one module. Usuall y a pro—

gram module’s local data

i is protected from access
I by any other program module.

local track (R)
A contact which is being

I
S 
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rtii hi gh access and internal
I V I  switching times of thin—film

J make it ideal for use as
temporary storage of oper—

MAC (R)  ands while the actual corn —
Mult ip le access computer. putat ion of data is taking

place.
machine error (K)

A deviation from correctness main memory (R)
in data resulting from an Same as primary storage.
equi pment fa i lure .

main storage (R)
macro (R) Same as primary storage .

See macroinstruction .
maintenance console (C)

macroinstruction (R) An operator ’s control console
A machinelike source language cabled to the AN / UYK—7 computer
instruction that has the which provides a basic disp lay
capabili ty of generating and control of a CPU and
a set of machine language IOC operation via switches
instructions, and indicators.  Also known

as the maintenance panel
magnetic tape (MT) (F) and as the local operator/main—

In a computer , a s tr i p of tenance panel.
p last ic  material  with a ferro—
magnetic coating upon which mapp ing (R)
digital and other information A statistical frequency dis—
can be stored by selective t r ibut ion of concurrent events
magnetization of portions usually generated by a hard—
of the surface, ware performance monitor .

Magnetic Tape Transport mass memory (C)
(MTT) (R) A large capaci ty  storage

Same as tape drive , device on—line to the corn—
puter , usua l ly a peri pheral

MTU (R) storage device , such as a
Magnetic Tape Unit, magnetic tape or disc.

magnetic thin—film memory (R) Master Instruction Tape
Magnetic thin—film storage (MIT) (R)

• provides high speed storage A tape on which all the pro—
capabilities. By using thin— grams for a system of runs
film memory as an auxiliary , are recorded.
temporary storage medium ,
faster  computation can be math and conversion routines (C )
obtained; for example , the A part of a library of general

H-i
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I
purpose reentrant subroutines addressed by the basic ad—I for the common system module , dressing scheme wi thout  ap—

1 Among the functions supplied pending an additional field.
are sine, cosine , arcalne ,

I arctangent , (X ,Y) to azimuth , memory lockout (R)
J polar to Cartesian, Cartesian Same as storage protection .

to polar , ASCII number to
- binary , binary to ASCII number, memory map (C)

BCD number to binary and A description of the locations
binary to BCD number , of all segments of an internally

II stored program . Includes
matrix—parallel processor (P) the location of segments

- A parallel processor used of program instructions ,
for such applications as data , and speci al var iables

- - Fast Fourier Transforms and and parameters.
Kalman Filtering .

I memory protec t (R )
MCC (C) A hardware feature which

1 Monitor and control console, provides positive protection
to the system executive rou—

MCUG (R) tine and all other programs .
Mil i ta ry  Computer Users Group. It protects against processor

execution I/O data—area destruc—
memory (R) tion. Because it is a hardware

-
- -, Same as storage. See bulk function rather than software ,

memory , interleaved memory , it reduces multiprograunnin~magnetic thin—film memory , complexities.
overlapped memory , read—onl y
memory , read/write memory . memory resume (C)

This signal is part  of the
memory bandwidth (P )  request/acknowledge log ic

1 (1) The maximum number of between memory units an-I
-I words per second that CPU’s or IOC ’s which indic tes

• may be transmitted on that a memory access has
1 a computer memory bus, been completed . In the AN/

(2) The maximum number of UYK— 7 computer , a class I
memory addresses that interrupt is generated vitt~inmay be referenced simul— a CPU or b c  when a memory• 1 taneously in a multi— unit fails to give this siFnal
access memory subsys— af ter a specific time elasped ,
tern, since the request for memot y

I access was made.
- I memory bank (P)

A storage component which memory unit (R)
has the ability to perform A hardware module of the1 a read/write cycle and is computer that contains the

M-2
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memory access c i rcui t ry  fetch , move tape , read , wri te ,
and the core memory storage or transfer to storage.
for a specified number of Of ten, several microinstruc—
computer words of N bits tions form a single macro—
each. Each memory unit may instructions. Each of these
have multiple access ports microcoded instructions in—
for interface with several volves only one simple step.
CPU ’s and IOC ’s. Sometimes microcoding makes

use of certain suboperations
meta assembler (P) not ordinarily accessible

A definit ion processor which to the programmer such as
accepts the definition or parts of multi plicat ion or
syntax ru les of an assembly division operations .
language and is then able
to recognize that source microcomputer (K)

• language and translate it A computer implemented wi th
to some intermediate or tar— LSI CPU (microprocessor)
get language. chips. It may have 4, 8,

16 (or more) bit word length .
meta compiler (P) A microprocessor system includes

A definition processor which a microprocessor CPU, program
accepts the definition or memory (usually ROM ) , data

• syntax rules for a high level sto rage (usually RAN) , I/O
programming language and circuitry, control and inter—

— produces a compiler able rupt circuitry, and clock
to compile machine language generators.
programs from source pro—
grams written in the high microinstruction (R)
level language specified Small , single , short , add ,
by the syntax rules , sh i f t  or delete type of coin-

mand .
meta language (P)

(1) A higher level language microprocessor (R)
by which other languages A processor which executes
may be analyzed . microinatruct ions contained

(2) A language used to talk in its own micromemory.
about a language is A m icroproces sor forms the
a meta language . control element of a CPU.

microcode (R) microprograumiing (P)
A code that represents the A technique for designing
smaller and s impler concepts , and implementing the control

4 instructions, or operations ; function of a data processing
for example , a code that system as a sequence of con—
represents computer instruc— trol signals to interpret
tions, such as add , compare , fixed or dynam icall y change—

1
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able data processing funct ions.  mnemonic (C)
These control signals , organized A mnemonic is any code made
on a word basis and stored up of alphabetic letters ,
in a f ix ed or dynami cally decimal digits , and other
changeable control memory , symbols used to ident ify
represent the states of the language instructions , sub—
signals which control the routines, computer operations
flow of information between and used as labels and tags
the executing functions and within program coding .
the orderly transition between
these signal states. mockup (F)

A model , built to scale ,
microprogranining (hard) (P) of a machine, apparatus or• Microprogram s furnished as weapon. I t  is used in study—

firmware, i.e., retained ing the construction and
in a fixed and non—modifiable in testing a new development ,
control store , or in teaching personnel

how to operate the actual
m icroprogramm ing (s of t) (P) machine , apparatus , or weapon .

( 1) Microprograms which
are hel d in a modif iab le mode (R )
control store , usually (1) A method of operation ,
referred to as a RAN. e.g., binary mode , inter—

(2) Specificall y the inter— pretive mode , alphanumeric
preter technique used mode , etc .
in the Burroughs 1700 (2) The characteristic of
computer. a quantity being suitable

for integer or floating—
minicomputer (R)  point computat ion .

A small inexpensive computer (3) In the statistical sense ,
the size and complexity of the most typical item
which is the option of the in a series of quantities
various computer manufac— or values , i.e., the ;
turers. Word lengths are quantity or value of
generally 18 bits or less. that item which appears
The I/O capability is generally most frequently in the
l imited to 4 channels or series.
less and the I/O processing (4) Reflects the functional
is usually accomplished by operation of a system
the CPU. or device; for example ,

input mode, output mode ,

‘ 
MIPS (P) identification mode ,

Millions of instructions privileged mode , etc .
per second . (5) See privileged mode .

M-4 - j
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I
model (F) incremented block for

TDS programs of a given model expanding computer capa—
communicate via digital links city .
with TDS programs of the (3) A module is an interde—
same model but because of pendent subset of a
language (data element and computer program which
format) differences , cannot performs an ident i f iab le
communicate effectively with task. It is normally

- ‘ TDS programs of a different designed to interact
model . Therefore , a “model” with other modules at
is a di gital data link language one level of control ,

- • which includes not only the generally through the
words (data elements and executive/operating
formats) but the grammar system . Operating sys—
(usage rules) for using the tem modules comform
language. to specific standards

so that control programs
modem (K) will have an identical

Modulator—demodulator . interface with all pro—
cessing modules. A

modulator—demodulator program module is de—
(modem) (R) signed to act indepen

A device used for combining dently with the minimum
and/or separating digital amount of interface
data at various rates. For to all other modules
example , converting a typi— of the system.
cal two—level (binary) com-
puter signal into a two—fre— monitor and control console
quency sequence of signals (14Cc) (C)
suited to the telephone net— This peripheral device con—
work. tains remote control units

for AN/UYK—7 CPUs and an
module (R) alphanumeric character dis—

(1) A hardware system portion p lay which may be dup lexed
treated as a separate to two AN/tJYK—7 lOCs. Up
log ical entity for pur— to four of these units may
poses of design , fabri— be multiplexed over a single
cation, implementat ion I/O channel , or dup lexed
and replacement or modi— pair of I/O channels.
fication.

(2) The hardware modular monitor clock (R)
design concept defines A time device of the coinput ’r
the module as an inter— designed to count down from
changeable plug— in item a prograumied value at a speci—
containing components fic rate of counts per second .

J which represents an Upon reaching a negative

I
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value , it will stop and will MSC (K)

j generate an interrupt. Most significant character .

monitor interrupt (C) MSD (F)
A signal generated within Mos t significant digit.
an IOC as a result of ter-
mination of a buffer which MSG (F)
was initiated with the moni— Message.
tor. The IOC will then at—
tempt to interrupt a CPU MSI (P)
connected to the IOC. Medium scale integration.

most significant bit (MSB) (F) ?ISL (F)
The digit in a nui*er or series Missile.
of dig its which has the
greatest value. MT (F)

Magnetic tape, message type,
most sign if icant  character manual tracking.

• 
(MSC) (R)

The character in the left— (F)
most position in a number Magnetic tape transport.
or word.

• MflI (F)
most significant digit Magnetic tape transport inter—
(MSD) (R) face.

The significamt digit con—
tributing the largest quantity MTU (F)
to the value of a numeral; Magnetic tape unit.
for example, the left—most
digit. Mu (F)

Memory unit.
MPD (F) 

• I

Multipurpose display. multicomputer (K) “

A computer system emp loy ing
MRC (R) multiple arithmetic and logic

Maintenance repair card. • units , most often operating
in parallel  and on the same

MS (F) program. The - term also ap-
Manual strobe, m illisecond , plies to computer systems
Monitor System . with several mainframes.

MSB (F) multiple acce ss computer
Most significant bit. (MAC) (K)

A computer from which output.. or input can be dispatched
to or received from more

M-6
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than one location.

multip le aperture core (R)
A specific magnetic core

I with multiple holes through
I which wires can pass to create

more than one magnetic closed
path and used in nondestructive
reading.

multiple precision (K)
1 The use of two or more coin—

puter words to represent
a single numeric quantity
or numeral.

multiple precision
— arithmetic (K)

.- The feature of a computer
which allows two or more

- 
words to be used to accommo—
date a quantity; this avoids

• the cutoff of a lesser sig-
nificant digit.

1
multiprocessing (R)

(1) The utiliz ation of several
--  computers to logically

or functionally divide
~ 1 jobs or processes , and

to execute various pro— —

grams or segments asyn—
4-- chronously and simul-

taneously.
1 (2) Two or more process ors

in a sys tem configura— 
I 

-

tion; one processor
_ to control the sys tem,

with the others sub—

r - 
ordinate to it.

(3) Loosely, parallel pro—
I cessing .

multithread processing (R)
1 A processing environment

in which message threads
are processed in parallel.

14-7
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NWP (C)

I Naval Warfare Publications .

nonvolatile memory (R)
Same as nonvolatile storage .

nonarithmetic shift (R)
Same as cyclic shift.

• nondes tructive read (K)
( 1) As applied to a storage

medium , one that cannot
be erased and reused;
for example, punched
cards or perforated
tape.

(2) A reading process that
- - . does not erase the data - -

* 
in the source.

- (3) A reading of the infor—

I 
station in a reg ister
without altering that
information.

NTDS (C)
An acronym for Naval Tactical
Data System . It is found

j in documentation to refer —

to those things spec ifically —

defined for use in the NTDS
such as the NIDS magnetic

I tape format. p

numeric analysis (R)
The study of methods of ob-
taining useful quantitative
solut ions to mathematical

• I problems, regardless of
whether an analytic solution
exists. The study of errors
and bounds on errors in ob-

1- tam ing such solutions.

NWIP (C)
I Naval Warfa re Informa tion

Publications.

N-l
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I
Q parameter, or an in-

dication of the location
of the next instruction.

(2) The address or name
OA (D) portion of an instruc—

- Output Acknowledge. tion.

-~ - OCSOT (R) operational program (OF) (F)
Overall Combat System Oper— Programs produced for Fleet
ability Test. unit s  designed to work with

other Fleet units under oper—
ODR (0) ational conditions.

* Output Data Request.
Operational Test and

o~z’t (F) Evaluation (OT&E) (F)
Original Equipment Manufacturer. Tes ting designed to give

results related to ttie service
• off—line (F) environment in which the

• 
‘ ( 1) Per taining to peri pheral systems will be operating .

equipment or devices It is accomplished by set— —

not in direct communica— vice operational and support
tion with the central personnel of the type and

* processing unit of a qualification of those expected
‘ècmiputer. to use and maintain the equip—

1 (2) Per taining to a process ment . OT&E relates not onl y
t or computer program to technical suitability,

which operates in the but also operational effec—
same equipment as , but tiveness and suitabil i ty,

I not at the same time including maintainabili ty,
- as an operational pro— reliability, training and

gram. logistics.

1 014 - 

- 

(C) Operator panel (K)
Operator’s Manual . A hardware control panel,

I optionally a part of a coin—
OP (F) puter mainframe , containing

Operational program. switches, indicators and

‘ 
meters such as computer power ,

OP Code CR) blower power , master clear , :
Operation Code. logic power, run and stop

switches.
Operand (K)

(1) A quantity entering OPFCO (K)
into or arising from Operational Program Function

I an operation; it may Checkout.
be an argument, result ,

0-1
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I
OPR (F) and next instruc tion lie

I Overall Parity Reliability in different memory units.
I (LINK—li). This can effectively cut

the access time per instruc—
OT&E (N) tion execution by half for

I Operational Test and Evaluation, instructions requiring two
memory cycles for their exe-

Output Acknowledge (OA) (K) cution.

I A control signal sent by
the CPU or b C, as applicable, overlapped memory (P)
in response to an output The capability of a computer
request signal from a pen — system to initiate a read!

4 pheral subsystem . write storage cycle for a
memory bank prior to the

Output Data Request (ODR) (K) completion of a previous
A control signal sent by read/write cycle for a dif—
a peripheral control unit ferent memory bank.
to the CPU or IOC , as ap-
p licable, to indicate that overload (K)
the control unit can accept Occurs when the rate of input
a function or output data into a system is so concen—
word. trated that the system cannot —

process the input on a real—
over punch (K) time basis.

— Same as zone punch.

Overall Combat System
Operability Tes t (OCSOT ) (R)

-? An on—line test which corn—
-
~ prehensively asses ses the

entire combat system in an
operational environment.

4 The scenario oriented events
may be conducted serially
or in parallel and methods
of evaluation , including
fault isolation, are pro—
vided .

1 overlap (C)
A capability of the CPU where

• 
I 

the current operand and next
I - instruct ion are retrieved

from memory in parallel ,
provided that the operand

1 0-2
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p to the memory page stated
above.

parameter (F)
P—register (R) (1) A numerical value repr.1—

A reg ister which specifies senting , or character ist ic
the core memory address of of , an element in a
the instruction to be exe— calculation.
cuted . (2) A variable which is

given a constant value
packed decimal (R) for a specific purpose

A system means of data repre— or process.
sentation in which two digi ts
per character can be used parse (F)

-• to increase speed and capacity ( 1)  To break into cons t i t uEn t
in fields where aiphabetics parts.
and special characters are (2 )  To describe a sentence
not being used. grammatically by identi-

fying its components
packed format (R) syntactically.

A binary—coded decimal format
in which two decima l di g its part i t ioning (R)

..,. are represented within a Subdividing one large block
single byte of storage . into smaller subunits which

• This is accomplished by elitni— can be handled more easily,
nating zone bi ts .  e .g . ,  par t i t ioning data sets .

page 
- 

(R) password (P)
A quant i ty  of core storage A predetermined character
capacity used when allocating string which w i l l  allow access
memory for partitioning pro— to a system.
grams into units or control
sections . A page is stan— patch (F )
dardized , usually 512 to ( 1) To modif y a routine
4096 bytes or words and/or in a rough or expedient
8 to 64 lines of source pro— way .
gram cod ing, as used for (2) A temporary electrical
di splay ing the coding on connection .
crt(s). For crt(s) used (3) See program patch.
in conversational time—sharing ,
a single page of a program patch bay (R)
can be displayed at one t ime A concentrated assemb ly of
for the prograimner ’s or user ’s e lectr ical  tie points that
inspec tion, the size vary ing provide for electrical con—
with the size and capacity nection between the inputs
of the cr t, and not related and outputs of computing

U 

P 1
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elements , reference voltages PES (F )
I and ground. Peripheral Equi pment Simulator.
4

patchboard (R) phase (K)
A removable board containing As app licable to NTDS programs ,

- - sockets into which patch phase refers to a state or
cords are connected to program modificition to a particular
the machine. To change the model or program which has

— program , the patch cord wiring been developed , implemented ,
pattern on the patchboard and accepted for a given
or the patchboard itself production period . Such
must be changed. modifications authorized

a- by competent authority will:
PCP (R) (1) Include the incorporation

- - I Program Change Proposal. of new capabilities
and latest technolog ical

PDD (C) advancements to the
- - Program Description Document. basic model for improving

— - Fleet readiness dictated
- PDM (C) by operational require—

Program Design Manu~tl. ments.
(2) Maintain the compatibility

PDS (G) between and among pro—
Program Design Specification . grams delivered from

r the basic modei.
PEP (F)

Performance Evaluation Pro— ping—pong (R)
• gram. The programming technique

of using two magnetic tape
PER (K) - units for multiple reel files

Photo Electric Reader. and switching automaticall y
— 4 between the two units until

4 Peripheral Equipment Simulator the complete file is processed.
(PES) (F)

A device used to make one pipeline processing (F)
computer seem like a pen — A hardware technique for
pheral device to another rapidly performing repetitious
computer. The device the simple computational processes

— 
I STP is testing .

, 
on data arrays.

peripheral processing (P) Plan Position Indicator
That processing performed (PPI) (R)
by a peripheral unit. A cathode ray tube used for

visual d isplay of data.
permanent memory (R)

1 Same as nonvolatile storage.

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
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1
plugboard (R) power supp ly unit (C)

See patchboard . An electronic power supply
transforms input power to

PMS (K) the requirements set by the
Preventative Maintenance other hardware units wi thin

4 System . the mainframe . It accepts
log ic signals from the other

POFA (F) hardware units within its
Programmed Operational and mainframe to indicate the
Functional Appraisal. status of secondary voltage

and t emperature conditions
pointer (K) within those units.

An interim or final address
contained in a register or power tolerance (U)
memory cell that provides As app licable to computer
access to information whose power sources , the range
location is unknown to the of input power that will
program segment(s) requiring be accepted by input power
its use. The pointer is monitor circuitry before
normally established and initiating a power failure •

maintained by the executive/ interrupt.
operating system as infor—
mation is rearranged in core power tolerance fault (R)
memory . The condition occurring when

the input power monitor cir—
POL (K) cuitry identifies a power ;

Problem—Oriented Language. failure and initiates a power
tolerance interrupt.

polling (R)
A cen trally controlled method pp (C)
of calling a number of points Program Package.
to permit them to transmit
information. pp

~ 
(F)

Plan Position Indicator . ‘

port (active terminal) (F) - 
-

An entry point into an on— PPs (F,G)
line or conversational sys— Pulses per second , Program
tern. Performance Specification .

POS (F) precision crt disp lay
• Position, terminal (K)

This is a 16 inch random—
POSIT (F) position, point—p lott ing

Position. crt with magnetic deflection
and focusing. It is useful
for conversion of digital

I
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computer data into graphic privileged mode (P)
and tabular form without A condition or operating

I the greater flexibility , mode of a computer system
which allows certain func—

preventive maintenance (R) tions , usually within the
Maintenance of a computer executive system , to take
sys tem to keep equipment place.
in operating condition and
prevent failures during pro— program (F)
ductive runs. (1) The complete plan for

the solution of a prob—
primary memory (U) lent. More specificall” ,

Same as primary storage. the complete sequence
of coded istructions

— primary storage (R) and data necessary to
• The main internal storage solve a problem.

unit or medium of a computer (2) To plan the procedures

-- system. Synonymous with for solving a problem .
-

- I central memory , main memory , Thi s may include among
- - and main storage. other things , the anal”sis

of the problem , prepa—
primitive (R) ration of flow charts ,

* 
The most basic or fundamental development of subrou-
unit of an element, tines, allocation of

- storage locations and
primitive function (R) - specification of input

A fundamental element of and output routines .
a process which can be iso— (3) See heuristic progam ,
lated , defined, and coded transient program.
as a subroutine or macro.

prog~am card (~ )
priori ty (K) A punched card used to instruc t

A measure of the urgency a machine in the steps or
of an action required on operation.~ it is to perform .

-- particular entries and tasks.
Priority sequence dictates program control (

~
)

* the queueing of entries and Descriptive of system in
tasks for processing . which a computer is used

- - 

. to direct an operation or
privileged instruction (R) process and automaticallyr Those CPU instructions which hold or make changes in the

• may not be executed in the opera tion or process on the
- 

task state , i.e., may only basis of a prescribed se—
be executed In the executive quence of events.
state.

- p-4 
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program counter (U) program patch (F)
A register which holds the A method of changing a corn—
identification of the instruc— puter program by jumping
tion word to be executed to available memory areas
next in time sequeLice fol— and inserting appropriate
lowing the present operation. instructions to affect the
Also , a register, often a change. Used to correct
counter , which is incremented a small deficiency or error
to the address of the next in a program.
sequential storage location ,
unless transfer or other program segments (K)
special instruction is speci— A program segment is a sec—
f led by the program. tion of a program which is

accessible by one base ad—
Program Evaluation and Review dress. All computer words
Technique (PERT) (R) within a segment are acces—

A program management tool sible by specifying a~ off—which requires an extensive set from this base address.
- • .

. - analysis of the overall pro— This affords program segments - -

ject in order to list all to be relocatable and simp—
the individual activities lifies memory mapping, memory
or jobs which must be per- protection, shared memory - -

• • formed in order to meet the and other capabilities .
total objective. Activities
are then arranged in a net— program step (K) - 

-
~

work that displays the se— A single operation of one
quential relationship among instruction or command in
them. By this technique , a sequence of instructions . I 

-

areas which impose the great-
est time restrictions on program stop (R)
completion of a project can Implemented by use of a s t p
be highlighted , instruction that will auto-’

matically stop a machine ‘

program fault (R) under certain conditions ,
The condition identified or upon reaching the end
by a CPU while execut ing of the processing, or corn—
a program which generales pleting the solution of a

• an interrupt. These inter— problem.
rupts are identified by
their interrupt status codes , program switch (R)
including : characteristic A particular instruction
overflow , CP illegal instruc— which may be placed in a
tion , privileged instruc— program to allow the com—
tion error , operand break— puter to selec t one of a
point match , CP monitor number of alternative pro-
clock , etc. cessing paths as dictated

p—5
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I by the program instructions. guages , the assembly er ma-
chine language may also be

- Program Trouble Report listed.
(PTa) (F)

— A standard form used to indicate propagated error (K)

• trouble suspected in an oper— An error occurring in one
ational program. It provides operation which influences
for the program author a later operations.
brief background description
of the problem and other propagation time (K)

- 
related information helpful The time required for art
in pinpointing the trouble. impluse to travel from one

.. poin t to another .
Programmed Operational and

* Functional Appraisal PT (F)
- - (POFA) (R) Paper Tape.

POFA consists of a computer pro-
gram and detailed operating PTR (F)

- ~~~• procedures which are utilized Program Trouble Report.
during installation and main—

- - 
tenance for the adjustment, PTRAN (F)

- alignment and operational Parameter Translator Program.
~~

- assessment of digital com-
puters and associated equip— PTU (F)

• ments. A POFA may be used Paper tape unit.

- 
either on—line or off—line.

pushdown list (R)
- - programming language (i’) A list of items where the

( 1)  A language which is last item entered becomes
• used to construct coin— the first item of the list

- 
puter programs. and the relative position

(2) An artificial language of the other item s is “pushed
which can be “under— back” by one i tem.
stood” by a computer.

— pushup list (R) -

PROMS (p)  A list of items where each
Programmable Read Onl y Hem— item is enter*-d at the end
on es, of the list, ~nd the other

items inaintair their same
proof listing (R) relative position in the

A specif ic report prepared list.
by a process or that ind icates

4 the coding and comments as
read into the computer. -

For high level languages,
I the assembly or machine Ian—

I
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Q

I Q tes t (a)
- A comparison test of two

or more units of quantita
tive data for their equali ty
or nonequality .

- - quantizer (R)
A device which converts an
analog measurement into di—

— 
gital form.

query (K)
A specific request for data,

- - instructions, switch state ,
position in a queue, etc.,
while the equipment is corn—

• - puting or processing.

queue 1 (P)
A linear lis t for ~ tich all
insertions are made at one
end of the list and all de-
letions are made ar the other

- end.

-. quiescing (U)
-- 

The process of completing
a multiprogramzned computer
to a stop by denying it new
or continuing tasks .

~~~~1
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reentrant routine (A) assigns
a different working storage
area with each control trans—
fer it receives or (B) uses

I R~~ 
(P) areas provided by the calling

- Random Access Memory. program.

~~

- RAN (K) reaction time (F)
Read Around Number. The elapsed time between

the initiation of an action
Random Access Memory and the required response.
(RAM) (R)

‘ A storage retrieval device Read Only Memory (ROM ) ( R )
in which the time required A memory that can lot be altered
to obtain information is in normal use of the computer.
independent of the location Usually, a small memory that
of the information last ob— contains often—used instruc-
tam ed. tions such as microprograms

or system software.
- - RC (F)

• Reduced Capability, read/write memory (P)
A memory in which the stored

• 
- 

• RDUC (0) data is available at any •

Receive Data Unit Computer. time and can be changed in
normal system operations . ; 1

reentrant CR) •

That property of a program ready analog inputs (F)
• that enables it to be inter— Analog information constantly

rupted at any point and then available to a system. Keyset
resumed from the point of central accepts four ready
interruption. The program’s analog inputs: course , spi ed ,
environment, registers, working pitch , and rol l .

* s torage , control indicators ,
etc., is preserved at the real—time (K) 

- 
-

time of interruption and The mode of information pro— —

restored when the program cessing that occurs in any
is resumed, system that continually senses

and responds to selected
reentrant routine (P) changes in the object environ—

• A routine which may receive ment in a manner and in time
a transfer of control with— to permit the system to regu—

j out the requirement that late and control some aspects
it has previously returned of ongoing events in the - ‘

control to the last program system and its environment.
• which called on it. In or Real—time is the actual tin e

J der to accomplish this , the

I R-1
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during which a physical pro— recursion (K)
cess transpires. The continued repetition

of the same operation or
Real—Time Clock (RTC) (a) operations.

A real— time clock develops
readable digits or periodic recursive algorithm (P)
signals for the computer An algorithm consis ting of
to allow computation of elapsed a se t of ru les such that
time between events, and by repeated appli cation of
to initiate the performance the rules, the result is
of time ini tiated (periodic) uniquely determined in terms
processing. of previously defined values .

real—time process (R) recursive routine (F)
The processing of information If a routine calls on itself
or data in a sufficiently or if it calls other routines
rap id manner so that the which call back on the original

- results of the processing routine , and if that routine
are available in time to is intended by design to
influence the process being handle such call s, it is
monitored or controlled , a recursive routine.

real—time system (K) redact (K)
A data—processing system To edit or revise input data.
synchronized wi th a physical

• process so that the results redaction (K) ‘

of the data processing are A new or revised edition of
useful to the physical oper— input data. I H

ation.
Reduced Capability CRC) (~ )

record block (R) Programs designed to operate
See block, in something less than the

normal full suite of system
record gap (R) equipment.

The unrecorded portion between
records on magnet ic tape , region (K)
used to prevent errors through In relative coding, a group
loss of data or overwriting, of location addresses that
and to permit stop—start are all relative to the same
tape operations. Synonymous specific reference to a base
wi th inter—record gap. address.

recording head (K) regional control module (R)
I See head. A required module for a given

region. Its purpose is to
perform essential services

R-2
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for all other modules in subset is located .
I the region. (2) A system which has four
1 principal components:

regional module (a) a central processor ,
Any module of a given region. a communications link—

I age , a terminal device ,
register (F) and a user. These com—

An elec tronic or magnetic ponents interact to
device for temporary storage carry out a task.

II of da ta in the form j f bi ts;
a computer storage uni t of resolution (R)
prespecified length; for The ability to distinguish1. example , 30 bi ts, usually between two values or ob—
of magnetic cores or magnetic jects.
spots. In a computer’s
arithmetic and con trol sections , response time (P)

- a fixed set of electrical In an on—line information
f l i p—f lops used to hold special system ,the time between end
purpose data; for example , of inquiry transmission and
addresses, shif t counts,arith— the completion of the response
metic operand. to that inquiry .

reloca table program (K) retrieval (R)
A routine in which instructions The process of finding stored

r are written in such a way information.
that the routine can be moved
to another location and then retrofi t (K)

- 
executed at that location. The adjusting of existing

- Its object—time location systems or programs to ac— I -

is determined by the pro— commodate a new part; also ,
cessor. the performing of all other

changes necessary in related
• remedial maintenance (a) systems or programs.

Maintenance performed by
contractor following equip— rewri te (K) I -

ment failure; performed as The process of restoring
required , on an unscheduled informa tion in a storage

— 
basis. device to its pre—read state .

remote computer (R) right justified (K)
(1) With reference to a When right—most digit of

1 program subset, e.g., a data field is made to occupy
j  module, routine, any the right—most position ~fcomputer in the equip— a register or memory word .

ment suite other than

J the one in which the

LL 
R-3
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ring (P) cribes a priority scheme.
A circulary linked lis t of According to this scheme ,
data items, after an item in the list

is checked , it is not checked
ring shift (K) again until all others in

Same as cyclic shift, the list have been checked.

- KJE (R) rounding CR)
Remote Job Entry. To adjust the least significan t

digi ts resul ting front an
r roll—in (R) arithmetic operation in trun—

- I •

~ 

Re turn to a main or in ternal cation to reflect the dropped
• storage unit of data which portion; for example , 2.7561

had previously been trans— becomes 2.76 when rounded .
- 

1 ferred from main or internal
memory units to various ex— routine (K)
ternal or auxiliary units, An ordered set of instructions

• - ~~
-- that stay have some general

-- roll—in—roll—ou t (R) or frequent use. See execu—
The swapping of one set of tive rou tine, library routine,

- data and programs for another reentrant routine, recursive
between core memory and pen — routine, service routine,
pheral storage. Characteristic subroutine , supervisory rou—
of time sharing and some tine, tracing routine, utility
other real—time systems. routine.

roll—out (K) RPM (K)
-~ A process of transferring Revolutions per minute.

da ta from main or internal
memory units to various ex— RPS (R)
ternal or auxiliary units. Revolutions per second.

- L rollback (R) R/W (0) - -

A technique to restart a Read/write.

F program after system failure.
Snapshots of da ta and pro— RTC (F) - 

-

grams are stored periodically. Real time clock.
The system res tar ts at the
last snap shot.

ROM (P)
Read Onl y Memory.

round robin (R)
11 As used in jargon of progr am
4 designers , round robin des—

J R-4



S search çR)
See Bina ry sear ch , Conjunctive
search , Dicho tornizing~search ,
Disjunctive search , Fibonacci

scalar quantity (R) search.
A quantity having magni tude
but not direction, e.g., search—read function (R)
volume, temperature, size, An identifier computer word
etc., while vector quantities , is stoned in a register in
such as wind velocity , have the peripheral unit and corn—
both magnitude and direction, pared with each word ready

by the peripheral. This
scheduler (K) avoids the delay caused by

A part of an executive operating interrup ting the CPU to
- -  system that performs the examine each word.

func tion of alloca ting to
application program segments secondary memory (K)
the resources of the CPU(s). Same as secondary storage.

scheduling algorithm (K) secondary storage (P)
A set of rules which determine The secondary or backing t -
the length of user programs’ store of the storage hierarchy 

-

-

time quantums for execution of a computer system. Usually
and the frequency of exe— accessed through the input/ I -

cution. output subsystem and most

] often implemented as drum,
SCP (K) disk , or slower speed core

System Change Proposal. storage. Synonymous with
secondary memory .

scra tchpad memory (R)
A highspeed memory used as sector (R)
intermediate storage between The smallest addressble por—
core memory and lower speed don of a disk storage track p 

-

* peri pheral storage . or band.

SDP (P) seek (K)
Software Development Plan. The process of obtaining

specific records from a pen —
SDS (P) pheral random access file

Sof tware Design Specifica tion . learching on the basis of
a key word or words.

i
..• S—I
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SEL (F) serial memory (K )

I Select. Same as dynamic storage.

semantics (P) serial processing (R)
f The semantics of a formal Sequen tial processing of
-1 language is a set of rules parts of the whole; for ex—

tha t assign meaning to valid ample , charac ters of a word
- 

. strings in the language. or programs of a system using
the same processing facilities.

- 
- sensor (F) Contrast with parallel proces—

-- A technical means to extend sing.
man ’s natural senses; an
equipment which detects and seriall y reusable (P)
indica tes terrain confi guration , The property of a program

- the presence of mili tary tha t is residen t and is being
targets, and other na tural executed which permits the
and man—made objects and program to be entered again
activities by means of energy a f t e r  its completion without
emitted or reflected by such being reloaded.

1 targets or objects.
service station (P)

sentence (P) A station that provides a
A sentence over an alphabet specific service within a
is any string of finite length distributed operating sys—

--  composed of symbols from t ent .
- the alphabet.

shared memory (R)
SEQ (F) Same as shared storage .

Sequence.
-- shared storage (P )

sequence search (R) Storage or memory which can
-
~ A succession of time—delay be accessed by more than

circuits arranged so that one processor .
completion of the delay in
one circuit initiates a delay shared task CR) -

in the next circuit. A program segment which may
be scheduled for execution

sequential logic (F) in any of the CPUs of a
j  A log it circuit which has totally shared multi—CPU

r - outputs that are at any given computer system.
time a function of the ex—

‘I ternal inputs, as well as signal condi tioning (K )
1 the stored states at that (1) The manipulation of

time. transducer or transmitter
t outputs to make them

.1 suitable for inpu t to

1 S-2
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- peripheral equipment. activity . These probability

1 (2 )  Operations such as distributions are used by
1 linearizing and square simulator programs using

root extraction performed random number generators ,
I within a computer. via the Monte Carlo Technique ,

(3) The proces s of pulse to estimate the time required
shap ing , pulse clipp ing , f or execut ion , queue lengths ,

- digitizing, linearizing , response times, etc. Deter—
etc. ministic simula tion involves

use of math formulae in place
SIM (F) of probabilities to deter—

Simulation, mine the result of processing
a given set of inputs. The

simplex (K) major advantage of simulation
- In communications, pertaining is that it allows a system

to a circuit capable of one— which may not be developed
way operations only. to be exercised and modified

- 
easily via a math model.

- simplex channel (R)
-. A channel which permits trans— simulator (hardware) CR)

mission in one direction A device which simulates
- only. the output of more complex

- 
equi pment to a computer .

simplex system (K)
A system configuration that simulator (program) CR)
does not include standby ( 1) A computer program that
equipment. impl ements a math model. ‘

- 
(2) A computer program that

SIM/EXT (F) delivers data that simu—
- LINK — li Simulator Extractor . lates an external en-

vironment to another
simulation (computer program.
environment) (R)

The technique of setting simultaneous operations (K)
up a routine for one com— Simultaneous access to or
puter to make it operate operation of different sec-
as nearly as possible like tions of a computer ; for
some other computer. example , input to core from

tape and uninterrupted CPU
simula tion (ma thema tical) (R) opera tion , or input to core -

• The two basic types of simu— from disk and output to tape
lation are deterministic from core.

I and probabilistic. In most
real— time systems, inputs sing le precision CR)
are unpredictable except Single precision arithmetic
for expected probability of is the use of one computer

1 
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I
word per number; double pre— SOS (C)

I cision uses two words, etc. System Operational Spec-
ficat ion.

sing lethread processing (K)
f A processing environment source program (K)
I in which processing of a single A program coded in a language

message is completed before other than machine language
processing of a new message that must be translated into

= j is begun. machine language before use.

smoothing (F) SPR (C)
A process in the computer Storage protec tion register.
tracking program which smooths
position and velocity compu— stack (F) -

tations to preven t erratic A linear list for which all
- track position corrections insertions and deletions

from causing unrealistic are made at one end of the
track course and speed fluc— list.
tuations.

-
, 

stochastic (K)
SMP (F) Referring to trial and error

Sys tem Moni toring Panel , procedures with results de-
f i ned in terms of probabilities .

snap (C) Contrast with fixed step—
A dynamic printout during by—step procedures of al— :
computing at specified break— gorithms.
points of selec ted items
in storage. stop (R)

See dynamic stop, program
* SNR (0) stop, stop instruction , stop

Signal to noise ratio. key.

I SOD (C) stop ins truction (K)
Sys tem Operational Design. A machine operation or routine

-, that requires manual act ion

I software summary (I) other than the use of tie
- A condensed descri ption or start key to continue pi oces—

abstract of a computer pro— sing.
I gram or automated data sys—
.1 teal, stop key (K)

A push button on the cortrol
SOM (G) panel by which processir~g

System Operator’s Manual. can be halted . Processing
usually is halted only ~fter

I 
SOR (P) the completion of an inEtruc-

Specific Operational Require— tion being executed at
ment. given moment.

L~i~ 
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storage (R) ( 1) Top—down desi gn in which
( 1) Per taining to a device overall program log ic

in to which data can is designated first,
be entered , held , and each major component
retrieved at a later before any of its sub’-
time . components, etc.IV (2 )  Loosely, any device (2 ) Chief programmer team

-: -- that can store data. managerial approach
-j (3) See acoustic storage, to program production

associative storage, incorporating as a nuc—
cache storage, content leus a chief programmer,
addressed storage , con— a backup programmer,
trol storage, fixed programming secre tary
storage, main storage, and defined relation—
N—core—per—bit storage , ships among any addi—

- - nonerasable storage , tional specialists.
nonvolatile storage , (3) Top—down programming
parallel—oearch storage , in which overall program
permanent storage , pri— logic is coded and tested
mary storage , read—only before any of i t s  sub—
storage , secondary stor— components , etc .

F age, shared storage , (4 ) Programming using onl y
tertiary storage, vir— the three logic struc—
tual storage , volatile tures of a simple se—

~~. storage. quence of two or more
operations; a conditional

STR (K) branch to one or more
- 

Software Trouble Report. operations and return
(if  A then B else C);

string (P) and a repe tition of
( 1) A sequentially ordered an operation while a

set of data items, condition is true (Do
(2) A finite sequence of while).

symbols. (5)  Programming with limited
or no “Go To” logic. tt strobe pulse CR) (6)  Picture—on—a—page tech— .~ 

-

A pulse to gate the output nique in which the over—
of a sense amplifier into all program logic is
a trigger or reg ister ; also represented on the first
called a sample pulse. page, each major coin—r ponent is represented

structured programming CR) on a subsequent page,
A sys tem design, implementation each subcomponent on
and computer programming a still later page ,
technique encompassing the etc .
following concepts:

S-5
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stunt box (K) There are no start or atop
Control nonprinting functions bits. Timing is derive d
of a teletype terminal, through synchronizing charac-

ters at the beg innin g of
subprogram (F) each message or b lock of

A part of a large program data. ConPrast with asyn—
which can be converted into chronous data transmission .
machine language immediately.

L syn tac t ic category (P )
subrout ine ( f i r s t order) (R ) In a formal gramma r, syn—

A subroutine entered directl y tactic categories are the
from the main program . This non—terminals or variables .
subroutine may enter other , The non—tenuin~tls form a
second order , subrout ines , finite set which is d i s jo in t
but will ultimatel y return from the finit.- set of ter—
control to the main program . minals. The uttion of the - -

non—terminals :ind the ter—
supervisory program (R) minals from the set are called

p 
See executive, the alphabet or volcabularly

ol the l anguage . Non—ter—
support programs CR) minals ~re metalinguistic

Those programs which support in contrast to the actual - -

or aid the supervisory pro— terminals or words of the
grams and the applica tion lsnguag,I .
programs , and include ding—
noa t ics , testing , data gen— syntactic ~rror (R )
era tore , etc. System errors are categorized

as fo l l ows:
symbolic instruction CR) (1) Composition . Typographi cal

In st ruc t ion  in assembl y Ian- errors , violati ons of
guage directl y transla table spec i f i e d fo rm , of state—
into a machine code. mi’nts and misuse of

variable’ name ; e.g. ,
SYNC (F) i n-orrect puncluation .

Synchronization. mi,ed—mod ’ expression ,
undeclared arrays , etc. - - -

synchronous (K) (.‘) Consistency. S,~ate—See synchronous computer , ments that are correctl y
.synchronous data transmission , composed but conflict ‘

with other statements ,
synchronous data e.g., conflic ting de—
tran .rni~ sion ( R )  cl ara t ives , i l legal

in this type of data t r a ne— statements ending a
etesion , each charac ter consists Do Range , failure to
.‘i  $ information bits depending follow each transfer

~ipi1n the code structure. statement with a number-

S—6
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ed statement, etc. sys tem overhead (P)
1 (3) completeness. programs The percentage of time spent
p that are incomplete, by an executive system in

e .g . ,  transfers to nonex— doing processing other than
istent statement nina— interrupt handling.

j bers, improper Do nesting,
illegal transfer into systems analysis CR)
the range of a Do Loop , Examination of an activity ,

-. etc. procedure, method , technique
or business to determine

- 
syntax (P) what mus t be accomplished

- The syntax of a language and how necessary operations
a. is a set of rules by mean s may best be accomplished .

of which it is possible to
determine whether any given
string is a valid string
in the language.

SYS (F)
System.

system architecture (F)
Originally, a representation
of the hardware components
of a system and their inter-
connections considered from
the viewpoint of - the whole
rather than of a single part.
This term has come to include
software as well as hard-
ware.

system data design (C)
Data that is defined to be
shared by many program modules.

-~ An example of a system data
design is the common system
data stores,

Sys tem Monitoring Panel I -

(5111’) (F)
The sys tem monitoring panel
directs and monitors perfor—
mance of the computers, oper—

I~~ ational program , and associated
peripheral equipment.

S—7
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T TDS (F ,O)
Tac tical Data System, Tac tical
Display System.

I 
TADIL A (K) teletype (TTY) (F)

I LINK—il (NATO). An input/output equipment.
It is capable of providing

TADIL B (K) printtype information under
LINK—l4 (NATO). the control of a computer

or computer oriented system;
— task (P) for exampie, data link, or

J (1) A portion of a coinputa— similar equipment (TTY to
tional problem that flY). It also provides a
can be executed inde— means of inputting alphanumeric

I pendently of the other information into the computer
1~. portions. from a manually operated

(2) A process of computer keyboard.
-. oriented unit of coin—

L puting work as distin— terminal equipment (F)
guished from a job or Coimaunications equipment
programmer oriented in place at each end of a
unit of work, circuit to permit the sta—

tions involved to accomplish
task list (K) the mission for which the

A part of an executive oper— circuit was established .
ating system which l ists
the entrances to each pro— tertiary memory (R~
gram segment , narmall y in Same as tertiary storage .

L some order of priority.
This list is referenced by tertiary storage (P)
the executive in order to The third level of storage
determine the next task to in a computer system storage
be performed. hierarchy . Usually consis ts

of drum, disk , or tape stor— 
- 

-

task state (K) age. Synonymous with tertiary
The state or mode of CPU memory.
operation that performs the
app lication functions of Test Development Activity
a computer program. Some (TDA) (N)
operations of the CPU can— An agency, government or
not be performed in this contractor , normally respon—

— 1 state. sible to a TDM for prepar—
.1 ing technical test documen—

TOM (N) tation.
Test Development Manager.

T-l 
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Test Development Director clock . Usuall y,  the program
( Tim ) (N) is interrupted when it has

The director responsible run for the allowed time.
to the TSTD for development Time outs are used to sus—

T of tes t documentation and pend the execution of a pro—
for supporting execution gram which may be completed
of the tes t program for one at a later time or used to

- of the three major systems detect a fault condition.
in a ship, i.e., combat, -

mobility, and support. time sharing (R)
The use of a device for two

Test Development Manager or more purposes during the
(TDM) (N) same overall time interval;

A manager responsible to accomplished by interspersing
— a TDD for development of the computer component ac-

test documentation for sub’- tions over time.
systems of the major ship

- systems; for example, Coin— time slice (R)
mand and Control , AAW and The time quanta of program
ASW under the TDD for the processing allowed to a t ime—
combat system . shared program. The time—

shared program may require
- tes t program (F) more than one time slice

A program produced to test to complete execution.
- a design concep t which may
- 

or may not be included in TLU (R)
an operational program. Table look up.
Requires complete documen-
tation. TOR (G)

- Tac tical Operational Require—
thin—film (K) ment.

I 
See magnetic thin—film memory.

- To tal Ship Tes t Direc tor p

thread (R) (TSTD) (N)
The sequence of events in The manager responsible to
programs required for the the Ship Acquisition Project
computer processing of a Manager (SHAPM) for develop— I -

~

- message. ment and execution of the

J Total Ship Tes t Program and
TIOP (F) overall analysis and evaluation

Technical Interface Design of T&E program progress

I Plan. and effectiveness .

t ime out (C) TP (C)
The process of timing a pro— Test Plan .

I gram’s execution by a monitor

- I T-2 
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TPR (C) transition diagram (P)

Test Procedure. A method of representing
the effec t of a sequence

TR (G) of input signals on the flow
Test Report. of control among hardware

3 or software components of
tracing (R) a system and on the outputs

r An interpretive diagnostic of those components.
technique to record on an

* output device during the translation (P)
execution of each instruc— Conversion of a problem on—
tion and its results , which ented language to intermediate
provides a record of each language, assembly language ,
proceased instruction, or directly to relc’ca table

machine code.
4, trailer (K)

A record following a group transmission (R)
of detail records and con— The electrical transfer of

~ $ tam ing information about e signal, mes sage , or other
a group not present in the form of intelligence from
detail records. - .  one location to another.

transac tion (P) transmit (R)
(1) A single inquiry/response To trans fer information to

- - cycle in an on—line another location.
information system.

(2) A single unit of data trap (K)
input in a batch oriented A special form of a conditional
data processing system . breakpoint that is activated

by the hardware , by conditions
transac tion rate (P) imposed by the operating

The average number of trans— system , or both.
• actions of an on—line sys—

tem per unit time, tree CR)
(1) A hierarchical data

transcribe CR) structure consisting
To copy, with or without of nodes and data dc—
translating, from one ex— ments.
ternal storage device to (2) A connec ted graph without
another. circuits.

transient program (P) trunk (R)
A program that is called Same as bus.
into main or primary memory
for execution each time it TS (C)
is needed. Tes t Specification.

T-3
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TTY (F)
j Teletype, teletypewriter.

- . two—pass assembler (R)

T An assembler that requires

E scanning of the source pro—
- ,  gram twice. The first pass 

-constructs a symbol table
and the second does the trans—
lation.

I
i T-4
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U for example, separa te prices
I for hardware and sof tware

instead of one price for
both.

I ul traprecision cr t display
-1 terminal (R) unconditional (R)

This is a five inch random— Subject to a specific instruc—

f posi tion , point—plotting tion only, i.e., without
crt designed to meet the any conditions.
particular needG of those
requiring a high degree of uncondi tional branch (K)
accuracy, stabili ty, and An instruction that directs
resolution. It is especially the deviation from the pro—
suited for photographic re— gram execution sequence de—
cording of digital output spite exisiting conditions.
data and for use in combi-
nation wi th a photoinultiplier uncondi tional jump (R)
as a precision programmed See unconditional branch.

.. . spot scanner for the input
of photographic data to digi— unitary operation CR)
tal computers. Same as monadic operation.

IJLTRA/16 Assembler (R) universal keysets (F)
Formerl y the name associated Digi tal data introducers
with an assembler that ac— which are general—purpose
cepted ULTRA/16 symboli c manuall y—operated, digital
coding as an input and pro- data entry devices. The

7 
duced a relocatable machine— use of appropriate keyboard —

- language object code for overlays makes a universal
the AN/UYK—20 computer. keyaet readily adjustable

to a variety of input func—

I ULTRA/32 Assembler (K) tions.
4 Formerly the name associated - -

with an assembler that ac— unpack (K)
cepted ULTRA/32 symbolic To decompose packed infor—
coding as an input and pro— mat ion into a sequence of
duced a relocatable machine— separate words or elements -

language object code for in order to recover the on—
the AN/UYK— 7 computer. ginal data.

unary operation (K) unsolvable (P)

I Same as monadic operation. A prob lem is unsolvable if
I it can be shown that no al—

unbundling (P ) gorithm for solving the prob-
Refers to partitioning the lam exists.

I total cost of EDP systems;

I U-’
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UPAK (0) tion Indicator (PPI) and

I Utility Package. alphanumeric character capa—
I bility. In addition, the

update (F) UYA—4 has operator controls
I The process of entering never called the action entry panel.

information or of verifying Generally, the UYA—4 is used
present information contained by an NTDS operator as a

r in the computer. tracking console.

- update delivery (F)
The delivery of an update
program.

update program (F)
The basic operational program
with compiled program improve-
ments and/or trouble correc—

- tions. All documentation
is made to reflec t the changes
effec ted by the update pro-
gram.

1~1. user console (F)
See data display consoles.

utility package (UPAI() (K)
• Included wi thin the utilities

section of an executive sys—
tern are diagnostic routines,
program file—manipula tion
rou tines, file—utility rou—
tines, and cooperative rou—
tines for aiding the user
in performing such functions
as reading cards , printing
line images on a prin ter ,
transferring files from de—
vice to device, and carry ing

I Out housekeeping functions
required for file residence

p - - - on mass—storage devices.

UYA—4 Display Console (C)
An operator console having

-, a display with a plan Posi—
3

U-2
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V virtual storage (R)

1 (1) Orig inally,  a hardware
I look—ahead or look—behind

storage .
VAB (F) (2) In current usage, the

Variable Action Button. term usually refers
to a logical storage

validation (N) addressing scheme which

J The act of confirming that frees the progranner
design specifications and from the size and field

- - contractual commitments have limitations of the physi—
been met and that operational cal core storage.
capabilities of the ship/sys— (3) Synonymous ‘.ith virtual
tame have been demonstrated memory.

* 
to be satisfactory.

j  volatile memory (R)
Variable Action Button Same as volatile storage’.

-. (VAB) (R)

J See Action Entry Button.

variable address (K) 
I 

-

An address modified by an
,.. index register or similar

device during execution.

vec tor (P)
A set of elements which are

• physically adjacent in the
computer storage. A vector

• is defined by its base ad-
dress element size and length.

virtual addressing (P)
A logical addressing scheme

• in which a log ical address
is converted into a physica l * - 

-

address; also , the ability
to reference a memory loca—
tion symbolically as a pro-
gr without knowing itsr eventual physical storage
location or medium .

virtual memory (K)
Same as virtual storage .

J V’~ 4
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warm start (P)

Bringing a computer system
into operation from a state
other than cold start.

weighting factor (R)
A number that multiplies
a quantity so that the quan—

- - tity will have its correct
I propor tion of the net value

of an accumulation.

- r
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xY plotter ,(R)
• A device used in conjunction I

with a computer to plot co—
ordinate points in the form

1. of a graph.
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1 zone bit (K) I 
-

A bit other than the four
used to represent the digits

- . in a dense binary code. 
-

p 
1

H

T 
HI 
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